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ABSTRACT

Fort Davis, Texas was selected by the National Park Service in 1961 as a
National Historic Site. This fort was part of the western line of forts built by the
United States during the last half of the nineteenth century to control indigenous
populations. Highly diverse cultures have inhabited Trans-Pecos Texas for thousands
of years making the area truly multicultural in nature. Examination of the Prehistoric
cultures, the Apache culture, the Hispanic culture, the Military culture, and the Park
Service culture, that have all occupied the Fort Davis Region, allows for a wellrounded interpretation of the site. Each of these groups brought its own set of
traditions and belief systems into the area which are evidenced in cultural survivals as
they exist in Fort Davis today. The aim of this study is to examine the prehistoric to
historic cultures in order to gain a better understanding of how they molded the
ethnohistorical development of the area.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

Fort Davis, Texas embodies a rich multicultural history. The designation of
Fort Davis as a National Historic Site, in 1961, initiated compilation of data focusing
on the military culture which occupied the fort from 1857 to 1891. Extensive
information has been gathered from correspondence. Post Returns, and journals
available from the era of military occupation. An ongoing effort has been made by
historians, anthropologists, and National Park Service employees to more effectively
interpret the site. Expansion of this research to include all cultures which have
occupied Fort Davis can aid in establishing a more culturally balanced interpretation.
The aim of this investigation is to examine cultures, from prehistoric to present, in
order to better understand the significance each played in the ethnohistorical
development of the area.
The primary goals of this study are: (1) to examine the natural resources of the
area which attracted and supported diverse cultural groups; (2) to examine the
sequence of prehistoric cultures, the Apache culture, the Hispanic culture, the Military
culture, and the Park Service culture in the area; and (3) to gain an understanding of
how each of these groups has contributed to the cultural history of the area. In the
process of addressing these three goals, more specific inquiries will be made regarding
(1) exploration of the cultural-environmental adaptations of these groups; (2) survey of
the traditional lifeways and belief systems of each culture, and; (3) examination of

how these adaptations, lifeways, and belief systems have historically molded the Fort
Davis community. This information will provide a more multicultural interpretation
for the Fort Davis site.
This report will begin with an overview of how environmental features
including the lithosphere, hydrosphere, and biosphere drew diverse populations into
the area. The multicultural ethnohistoric story of Fort Davis, Texas will be reviewed
fi^om prehistory to present. Although this study is not a definitive authority on various
cultures which have inhabited the Fort Davis area, it can serve as a springboard for
more expansive research into the variety of cultures that have occupied Fort Davis.

CHAPTER II
THE HISTORICAL SIGNIFICANCE OF FORT DAVIS, TEXAS

Fort Davis, a preeminent example of frontier architecture, was part of the
western line of forts built as the United States expanded into traditional Native
American lands. The United States Army, which occupied this outpost, monitored the
lower San Antonio to El Paso Road accompanying stagecoaches, mail carriers, freight
trains, and immigrants who ventured into the area.
Before 1848, Americans had littie desire to travel through this part of Texas.
The California Gold Rush of 1849 spurred a wave of migration through Texas and the
newly acquired Mexican territories of New Mexico, Arizona, and California. This
migration resulted in Anglo contact with the Apachean occupants of the Fort Davis
region. The southern route to California, which in 1859 was to become the
Butterfield Overland Mail Route, cut through the heartiand of traditional Mescalero
territory threatening the subsistence and travel patterns of this indigenous group.
Conflict between the two cultures was inevitable.
The United States decided the Lower Road, which went through Fort Davis to
El Paso and ultimately to the west coast, was to be protected by federal troops.
Military reconnaissance of the area designated "Painted Comanche Camp" on Limpia
Creek as a strategic position to control the Comanches to the east and the Apaches to
the west. Limpia Creek Canyon, which had served as a major nuclear center for the
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Mescalero Apache for years, was chosen as the fort site by Major General Persifor F.
Smith because of its abundance of water, wood, and grass (Utiey 1965:6).
In 1854, Fort Davis was established and named for then Secretary of War,
Jefferson Davis. At this time the Apache Mountains were renamed the Davis
Mountains (Utiey 1965:7). Fort Davis underwent two periods of construction, the
first ft-om 1854 to 1861, and the second from 1867 to 1881. Lieutenant Colonel
Washington Seawell and six companies of the 8th United States Infantry built and
garrisoned the first fort (Utiey 1965:7). The Civil War weakened the line of frontier
forts in West Texas. In 1861, Fort Davis, along with other Trans-Pecos forts, was
abandoned by the Union. Confederate troops occupied the fort from 1861 to 1862 but
were ultimately forced to retreat to San Antonio. The first fort quickly fell into ruin
when it was abandoned during the remainder of the Civil War (Utiey 1965:18). In
1867, the Union troops returned to the area mandating construction of a new fort.
Colonel Wesley Merritt employed civilian carpenters and masons, and Mexican
laborers expert in adobe construction to raise the new fort. The fort was finally
completed in 1880 housing 12 companies of infantry and cavalry (Utiey 1965:24).
This new fort was to become home to four regiments of African American troops
known as "The Buffalo Soldiers." These minority troops stationed on the western
frontier were to become an important factor in the campaign waged by the United
States against the Apaches of Texas.
Adjacent to the new post, a civilian community consisting of approximately
100 Mexican laborers began to spring up. The community was initially called

Chihuahua, tiien Murphysville, and finally Fort Davis (Greene 1986:36). Rising from
the middle of Chihuahuan Desert, the Davis Mountains have been the home of a
variety of cultures from prehistoric to historic times. It is this desert that has provided
the basic necessities for diverse cultural lifeways over the centuries.

CHAPTER III
THE NATURAL LANDSCAPE OF THE FORT DAVIS AREA

The natural landscape of the Fort Davis area is as dramatic a landscape as can
be found in North America. This north central region of the Chihuahuan Desert is
broken by a series of rugged mountain ranges which from north to south include the
Guadalupe Mountains, the Delaware Mountains, the Davis Mountains, the Rosillos
Mountains, and the Chisos Mountains. This desert area has been identified as the
Trans-Pecos region of Texas, bounded to the east by the Pecos River, to the west and
south by the Rio Grande, and to the north by the Texas-New Mexico border. The
area encompasses approximately 28,(XX) square miles of highly diverse geological and
ecological zones.
Early Spanish explorers called this semiarid region the "despoblado" which
literally translated means an uninhabited, desolate place (Mallouf 1985:5). However,
to the indigenous populations, the area provided abundant food in each ecological
zone. The hunting and gathering travel patterns of these native groups were based on
knowledge of what species were edible, where these species were located, and most
importantiy, when these species could be harvested.
This section of the investigation will examine how the lithosphere,
hydrosphere, and biosphere of Trans-Pecos Texas provided a niche suitable for human
habitation.

The Lithosphere
The geology of the Fort Davis area provides the foundation for a unique
ecological niche. The junction of the Davis Mountains with tiie Chihuahuan Desert
provides the backdrop for highly diverse plant and animal communities which for
centuries have attracted indigenous populations.
The United State Department of Agriculture Soil Conservation Service has
grouped the soil associations of Jeff Davis County into two general types of
landscapes for broad interpretive purposes: "Soils of Hills and Mountains" and "Soils
of Valleys, Plains, and Basins." The soil associations of the hills and mountains have
been categorized as follows:
(1) Brewster Association - Shallow to very shallow, hilly to steep,
noncalcarious soils of arid and semiarid hills.
(2) Mainstay-Liv-Brewster Association - Very shallow to moderately deep,
hilly to steep, noncalcareous soils of semiarid hills and mountains.
(3) Volco-Brewster-Ector Association - Shallow to very shallow, hilly to
steep, calcareous to noncalcareous soils of arid and semiarid hills.
(4) Puerta-Rock Outcrop-Madrone Association - Shallow to moderately
deep, steep, noncalcareous soils and rock outcrop of semiarid and
subhumid hills and mountains. (USDA Soil Survey of Jeff Davis
County, Texas 1977:2-5)
The soil associations of the valleys, plains, and basins have been
categorized as follows:
(1) Musquiz-Santo Tomas Boracho Association - Very shallow to deep,
nearly level to gentiy sloping noncalcareous and calcareous soils of arid
and semiarid valleys.
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(2) Redona-Verhalen-Reagan Association - Deep, nearly level to gentiy
sloping, calcareous to non calcareous soils of arid and semiarid valleys
and plains.
(3) Nickel-Canutio-Vieja Association - Very shallow to deep, undulating to
hilly, calcareous soils of arid basins.
(4) Gageby-Rockhouse Association - Deep, nearly level, noncalcareous
soils of flood plains. (USDA Soil Survey of Jeff Davis County, Texas
1977:2-5)
Jeff Davis County lies in what geologists call the "Northern Chihuahuan" area
of the "Mexican Basin and Range Division." The "Mexican Basin and Range"
comprises all of eastern Chihuahua extending across the Rio Grande into Texas and
New Mexico (Brand 1937: 12-13). The basins or plains between these mountain
ranges are for the most part continuous, only interrupted by almost unrecognizable
water sources which divide the region into a number of interior bolsons (areas of
interior drainage) (Brand 1937:13).
The soils of the "Mexican Basin and Range" area are of chestnut brown to
light gray and are classified primarily as alluvial, coUuvial, and eolian. The alluvial
soils are comprised of fertile flood plains silts, lake bottom silts, and clay deposits
along streams and over playas. Water-moved basin soils range from fine sand to clay
to gravel. It is these gravel areas that merge into the colluvial slopes where slope
wash and gravity were the principal agents in formation of this soil type. The eolian
soils are formed by wind movement and deposition. This soil type is made up
primarily of sand and basin alluviums swept from dry playas and redeposited in the
basins around vegetation (Brand 1937:25).

1.
2.
8.
4.

Sierra Madre Occidental
Mexican Basin and Ranffe
Sonoran Basin and Ransre
Galf Coastal Plain

6.
6.
7.
8.

Volcanic Zone
Sierra Madre del Snr
Tehoantepec
Peninsula Region

N
Figure 3.1. Physiographic Divisions of the Chihuahuan Desert
Mexican Basin and Range - Area 2
(from Brand 1937:10).
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The reduction of rock surfaces due to temperature change, sheet flood, and
gravity produces "wash" that can be found on mountain slopes. Soil formation of this
type is very slow in arid regions causing the slopes of degradation to be poor in soil.
Reduction of this type usually displays a bare rock surface or one covered with sand
and gravel. This soil type is referred to by U.S.D.A. technologists as "rough stony
land" (Brand 1937:24-25).
Of utmost importance in the region are areas of clay, clay loam, and silts
formed by river deposition over flood plains. These areas generally coincide with
extensive archaeological sites which both prehistorically and historically have been
centers of agriculture for the indigenous populations. Sand dunes comprise the other
notable soil type area. Substantial dunes lie to the east of Fort Davis in Winkler and
Ward counties.
The Trans-Pecos "Basin and Range Province" is characterized by flat, gentiy
rolling, or sloping plains broken by short usually parallel mountain chains (Brand
1937:9). These mountain chains which are generally of a northwest to southeast
orientation were formed at the close of the Tertiary.
The mountains are of varied origin, structure, and configuration. Most of the
mountains consist of gentiy folded Cretaceous limestones, sliced by igneous dikes
(Brand 1937:14). Volcanic calderas that were formed primarily between 38 and 28
million years ago still dominate the landscape of the Fort Davis area (Henry and Price
1985:6). However, in some areas, denudational processes have stripped the igneous
mantie revealing the lower Cretaceous limestones (Brand 1937:11-12).
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The tectonic history of the region can best be characterized by the following
generalizations:
1. The old Cretaceous seafloor of northern Mexico and
southwestern Texas has been crumpled into a series of folds
having a general northwest to southeast axis.
2. The folding of Mesozoic sediments was followed by
widespread crustal failure of tiiese folds with resultant
fracturing on planes at right angles. At die same time tiiere
was a flow of magma toward and under the regions of
folding and fracturing which resulted in a wide distribution of
batholiths (intrusive igneous rocks).
3. After this folding and fracturing process there was a period
of readjustment along the newly created northwest to
southeast fracture system, which resulted in profound normal
faulting.
4. Magmas intruded these faults to create porphyritic dikes and
many volcanoes. During this Tertiary period of active rifting
and volcanic activity, tremendous quantities of lava, tuff, and
mud were extruded.
5. With the compressive stresses having been relieved by rifting
and extrusion, adjustment of crustal equilibrium was
accomplished by small scale fracturing and dike intrusions.
This was the main period of ore deposition which most likely
occurred in die late Tertiary. (Brand 1937:8-9)
Geologically, the Fort Davis area is a quality example of mid-tertiary
volcanism that occurred in the Trans-Pecos region (Henry and Price 1985:6).
Approximately fourteen calderas yielded ash-flow lava tuffs (volcanic ash rocks), lava
flows, intrusions, and thick sequences of tuffaceous sediments; caldera collapse has
produced roughly circular fault systems. Intrusive uplifts have pushed through the
lava flows and tuffs to form geologic features of Eocene and Oligocene age (Henry
and Price 1985:6). Alluvial outwash from the Davis Mountains has provided bedrock
12

in the vicinity which consist of Lower and Upper Cretaceous sediments (limestone,
sandstones, and shale) (Pearson, Dowse, and Dickerson 1985:2).
Individual layers of volcanic activity are apparent at the fort site. The lower
strata exhibit fine examples of exposed Andesite (fine-grained volcanic rock, chiefly
feldspar) which is abundant at die foot of the slopes of Hospital Canyon. The terraced
slopes and cliffs above the andesite strata are made up of rhyolite porphyry (finegrained extrusive volcanic rock similar to granite) which features colors from grayreds to browns. The top layer, found on the neighboring range consists of ignimbrite
(volcanic rock of tuffs welded together from explosive volcanic eruption). The stone
buildings present in Fort Davis were constructed of blocks of vitric tuff ignimbrite that
were quarried nearby (Greene 1986:1). Occasionally lower Cretaceous limestones
crop out of the apex of the upper formations. It was the rhyolite formations that were
utilized as natural rock shelters by indigenous populations. Siliceous stone, important
for toolmaking, is abundant in all ecological zones but the high mountains (Mallouf
1985:12). This highly diverse area with its volcanic mountain ranges, grassy
savannahs, and riverine flats and canyons attracted and supported human populations
for thousands of years.

The Hydrosphere
The hydrosphere and biosphere of the Trans-Pecos Texas area changed
dramatically during the Late-Paleo Indian Period (8,000 to 5,000 B.C.). Gradual
warming coupled with a decrease in precipitation brought about a change in the
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biosphere from one of sweeping forests to one of a desert grassland, scrub, and
woodland community (Wauer 1992:6). These changes would ultimately affect the
population density and settiement patterns of Trans-Pecos Texas. It was, however, the
water resources which would be the definitive factor in population of the area.
The Rio Grande and Pecos River define the Trans-Pecos region of Texas. The
Rio Grande delineates the western and southern boundary while the Pecos River
defines the eastern boundary of the area. South of the Texas border the Rio Grande is
also known as the Rio Bravo del Norte ("wild" river of the north). The Rio Grande
flows southeastwardly from southwestern Colorado into New Mexico, and finally into
Texas. The Rio Grande is only a shadow of the original body of water, with most of
its waters diverted for agriculture before they reach El Paso (Wauer 1992:1). It is the
Rio Conchos which flows out of the highlands of Mexico's Sierra Madre Occidental
that provides most of the water for the southwestern Trans-Pecos area. The Granero
Dam releases water that irrigates eastern Chihuahua before pouring into the Rio
Grande at Presidio, Texas. It has been estimated that approximately eighteen percent
of the Rio Grande's total flow is provided by the Rio Conchos (Wauer 1992:1).
Some geologists have theorized the Rio Conchos, not the Rio Grande, formed the
deep canyons and the adjacent landscape of the lower Trans-Pecos region (Wauer
1992:1). Before modem-day damming, the Rio Grande-Rio Conchos river system
probably had two high-water periods each year. Snowmelts from the Sierra Madre
and Rocky Mountain headwaters are thought to have reached La Junta in May and
June. The second high-water period was generated by the summer rains from
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Mexico. The Mexican Monsoons from May to October provide more than seventy
percent of the annual precipitation in West Texas and the Mexican Plateau (Madrid
1994:2). The Rio Grande and the Rio Conchos have drawn indigenous peoples into
the area for settiement. Most of the agriculturalism of die western Trans-Pecos area
always has been, and continues to be, centered around the banks of the Rio Grande
and the Rio Conchos.
The Pecos River which bounds the eastern Trans-Pecos region has also served
as a major source of water for the area. The Pecos River starts near Santa Fe, New
Mexico, near the foot of Baldy Peak. Its 8(X) mile course flows in a southeasterly
direction into the Rio Grande just north of Del Rio, Texas. Its waters are of a higher
saline content than the Rio Grande which limits the types of vegetation that grow on
its banks. Both the Rio Grande and the Pecos Rivers have served as travelways and
sources of sustenance for both prehistoric and historic populations. The Pecos River
is also responsible for the salt flats which became an important source of salt for
indigenous peoples.
In addition to these three major waterways, Limpia Creek and Toyah Creek
have supported the plantlife, wildlife, and human populations. Supplementing these
permanent water sources were springs, playas, and seasonal creeks which served to
make this vast area habitable. Subsurface water running through limestone formations
has also served as a source of water for flora in the area.
Trans-Pecos water resources can best be described by the examining the
extensive vocabulary of the Mescalero Apache concerning water. Distinctions
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between water resources in the Trans-Pecos were linguistically made by the Apaches
as follows:
(1) a playa lake where water remains for a brief period,
(2) a playa lake where water remains for a long period,
(3) a permanent lake,
(4) an arroyo which rarely has water,
(5) a permanent running stream,
(6) a stream which has water rarely,
(7) a spring active only when it rains,
(8) a spring which is never dry,
(9) a spring which dried but has become active again,
(10) a river which becomes dry seasonally.
(Basehart 1974:75)
Such an extensive vocabulary indicates the importance as well as the scarcity of
water in the region. Today, Fort Davis has an annual average temperature of 55
degrees Fahrenheit and an annual average rainfall of 15 inches.
From approximately 9000 B.C. into the Historic period, there was a gradual
warming and drying trend intermittentiy interrupted by wet intervals in the region.
This warming-drying trend effected water, floral, and faunal resources. Adaptation of
plant and animal life to an increasingly arid environment is a process that is still
occurring today (Mallouf 1985:16-17; Simmons et al. 1989:6-9).

The Biosphere
There was not a sudden change in geologic, climatic, and vegetational patterns
in Trans-Pecos Texas. The transition took place gradually over a long period of time.
In West Texas, the post-glacial period (10,000 years ago) is represented by a period of
continued warming and drying of the climate. This can be seen in the displacement of
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forested areas and by the emergence of semi-arid scrub grasslands and desert
vegetation (Bryant and HoUoway 1985:56.) The flora and fauna in the Fort Davis
area have been greatiy affected by this warming and drying trend. At the time of
arrival of the Paleo-Indian (10,0(X) to 9,000 B.C.), the higher mountains in the region
were probably heavily forested with Ponderosa Pine, Douglas Fir, Spruce, and a
variety of other mesophytic species. Currentiy, species of the forested slopes are
dominated by the pinyon, juniper, and oak which are confined to elevations above
5,0(X) feet (Mallouf 1985:16). These adaptations can be directiy correlated to the
dryer, warmer temperatures of Fort Davis today. Based on elevations the ecological
zones of the region can be defined as follows:
Playa:
River Bed:
Flat:
Lower Bajada:
Upper Bajada:
Eroding Slope:
Forested Slopes:
(Ammon 1992:83)

1,200 to
1,000 to
1,500 to
1,800 to
2,000 to
2,800 to
4,500 to

1,300 feet
1,500 feet
1,800 feet
2,000 feet
2,800 feet
4,500 feet
8,300 feet

The Playa zone consists of finely textured soils. In this zone the flora is
generally supported by sub-surface, high-salt content waters. The most common flora
of this zone are salt cedar and creosote bush. The creosote bush, also called
hediodilla (littie stinker) produces bright yellow flowers and a very pungent odor in
the springtime (Ammon 1992:83).
The Riverbed zone consists of the river and surrounding flood plain
formations. Plants found in this niche tend to grow in water-holding soils, are fastgrowing, are generally broadleafed trees and shrubs, and generally produce a dense
17
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environment. The lanceleaf cottonwood, which is native to the region, is the largest
tree in this environment. The floodplain plants that thrive in the moist soils of this
zone include the common reed, the giant reed and a variety of willows. This
Riverbed zone contributes very littie of the region's acreage (Wauer 1992:24-25).
Along the Pecos River, the tamarisk (also called athel and salt cedar) can be found in
abundance. The tamarisk, brought to this country from North Africa primarily to be
used as windbreaks, has become the scourge of the Pecos River floodplain. The salty
foliage of these shrubs limit the types of wildlife which can subsist along side it
(Wauer 1992:27).
The Flat consists of fine textured soils, of a low salt content, with sub-surface
waters that support the flora. The honey mesquite and screwbean which are members
of the legume family are common to this area. Both the mesquite and screwbean
served as a staple food for the indigenous populations. The mesquites are quite
numerous along arroyos near the river and produce thickets called bosques, the
Spanish word for forest or grove (Wauer 1992:26). The screwbean, known in
Spanish as the tomillo, produces tightiy curled bean clusters with a lacier appearance
than the honey mesquite (Wauer 1992:26).
The Lower Bajada consists of medium textured soil with frequent hardpan and
no sub-surface waters (Ammon 1992:83). Mesquites and acacias (which are also
legumes) can be found in both the Flat and the Lower Bajada. The creosote bush,
catclaw acacias, and cactus are typical in this rain supported formation. The creosote
bush, one of the most common bushes in all four of North America's deserts, is a
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yellow-flowering plant. Its small, resin-covered leaves curtail evaporation, which is
one of the plant's desert adaptations for survival (Wauer 1992:29). The cacti that
thrive in this zone may be divided into two distinct groups: cholla and prickly pear.
The prickly pear (nopal) was used extensively by native groups for subsistence and
medicinal purposes.
In the Upper Bajada the soils grow coarser and are shallow in depth. Again no
sub-surface waters are present. Vegetation common to this formation include the
ocotillo, ephedra, and cactus (Ammon 1992:83). The ocotillo displays a cluster of
stems which resemble buggy whips, hence comes its common name of coachwhip.
Except for brief periods during the rainy season it is leafless. When the leaves are
present, they are small, rounded, and grow close to the stem. The flowers are bright
scarlet and grow on the top ten inches of the five to twenty foot stems (Ammon
1992:82; Wauer 1992:30). Ephedra (Mormon tea) grows throughout the desert and
looks similar to a bundle of light green sticks. The common name. Mormon tea came
from the fact that early travelers brewed this plant for tea (Wauer 1992:30). The
cholla and prickly cactus common to the Lower Bajada can be found growing
throughout the Upper Bajada as well.
The Eroding Slope zone contains thin gravelly soil formed by sheet erosion.
There is no sub-surface water in this formation, however, these slopes are major
sources of perennial and intermittent springs (Mallouf 1985:6; Ammon 1992:83). The
dominant forms of vegetation in this zone include cactus plus the agave, yucca, sotol,
and ocotillo. For subsistence purposes, the lechuguilla agave, is the most important.
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The lechuguilla can be found in several zones from the Flats on into the southernfacing mountain slopes. Native groups roasted the hearts of these plants which could
also be dried for later use. The leaves also provided materials for paper, basketry,
ropes and distilled drink (Wauer 1992:28). Yucca and sotol are members of the lily
family. The most common yucca include the torrey yucca, the soap tree yucca, the
Spanish dagger, and the beaked yucca. Sotol, although from a different plant group,
appears to be a yucca from a distance. The heart of this plant can also be baked. A
distilled drink called sotol can be made from this plant (Ammon 1992:82). The
climate of the Playa, River Bed, Flat, Lower Bajada, Upper Bajada, and Eroding
Slope Formations is generally arid and hot.
The Forested Slope zone exhibits thin to thick humus soil with a presence of
sub-surface water. These soils along with precipitation support a variety of oak,
juniper, madrone, pinyon pine, ponderosa pine, spruce, fir, and douglas fir. This
ecological niche is the highest exhibited in the Davis Mountains area with Mount
Livermore at an elevation of 8,3(X) feet above sea level. Climate normal to the
Forested Slope Formations is generally moist and warm to cool. From prehistoric to
historic times these forests provided an important subsistence food in the form of nuts
and acorns. This food source was highly prized and exploited seasonally by the native
population (Mallouf 1985:6).
Grasslands in the Trans-Pecos region can be found expanding from mountain
slopes downward to the floodplains. The grassy basin regions of this area were to
eventually give rise to the cattie ranching industry which is still dominate in the area
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today. The most common foothill grass is chino grama, while fluffgrass forms clumps
on open flats (Wauer 1992:46).
The topography of the Fort Davis area, which ranges from mountains to
savannahs to desertiands to rivers, accounts for the wide array of plant and animal life
present in the area. There is not much differentiation between a small tree and a large
shrub. Depending on the amount of water the plant receives, it may be classified as
either. However, a true shrub usually will not have the single trunk mode of growth
that is generally exhibited by a tree. The vegetation of the Trans-Pecos area has
provided important foods and medicines to peoples of both prehistoric and historic
times.
The wildlife of the Trans-Pecos area is as varied as the flora. Most of the
mammals of the region are nocturnal and can best be observed at dusk and dawn.
Abundant in the area are the Whitetail Deer and the Mule Deer. Antier shapes differ
in the two species; the antiers of the Mule Deer fork into symmetrical branches, while
the Whitetail's antiers all develop off one beam (Wauer 1992:76). Common canine
species include the Coyote, the Kit Fox, and the Gray or Mexican Wolf. Coyotes are
the most common species in the area in spite of being hunted by ranchers. The
coyotes are generally quiet during the summer months, but their piercing cry can be
easily heard from September though April (Wauer 1992:77).
Felines are represented primarily by the Bobcat and the Mountain Lion.
Although the Bobcat is the most common feline in the Trans-Pecos area, it is the
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Mountain Lion that is the most famous. At Fort Davis there are many tales of the
species wandering down Hospital Canyon into the National Historic Site.
Another nocturnal traveller that can be seen at both dawn and dusk is the
Javelina or Collared Peccary. These native pigs are very common in the Fort Davis
area. Their musky odor is skunklike. However, the scent of the Javelina is not used
for defense, but rather to mark its territory (Wauer 1992:77).
Other mammals common to the area include the Raccoon, Ringtail Cat,
Skunks, Spotted Ground Squirrel (gophers), Mexican Ground Squirrel, White-Tailed
Antelope, Gopher, Mouse, Kangaroo Rat, Blacktail Jackrabbit, Cottontail Rabbit,
Pronghom Antelope, and Armadillo. Birds include Hawks, Ravens, Road Runners,
Blue (^uail. Mourning Dove, Turkey Buzzards, and a variety of Bats (Wauer 1992:8186).
Reptiles are abundant and include numerous species of snakes and lizards.
Rattiesnakes, primarily diamondback and blacktailed rattiers, are common in the area.
A wide variety of banded, collared, spotted, and spiny lizards are also abundant in the
region.
Catfish and Carp are the most well-known fish common to the waters in TransPecos area. There are thousands of species of insects in the area but the most studied
include Butterflies, Tarantulas, Scorpions, Vinegaroons, Spiders, and Centipedes.
Faunal life in the area has served a twofold function: (1) providing subsistence foods
for the human population and (2) keeping this delicate ecological system in balance.
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Conclusions
Only through examination of interactive natural forces such as the lithosphere,
hydrosphere, and biosphere can we understand how die human population has been
able to survive in die area. The lithosphere provided materials for die toolkits to
process foodstuffs. Projectile points and grindmg tools made from local rock were
critical in allowing the people to obtain and process foodstuffs. The hydrosphere, was
essential to the very existence of the people, determining their travel patterns,
agricultural practices, and eventually permanent settiement. The flora and fauna of
the biosphere were subsistence sources that were known intimately by the population.
Knowing what to hunt or gather, where to hunt and gather, and when to hunt and
gather became a fine art employed by these people for subsistence. Each of these
physical elements have served to create a unique ecological landscape for the cultures
of the Fort Davis area.
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CHAPTER IV
PREHISTORIC CULTURES OF THE FORT DAVIS AREA

"Cultural-historical integration," the term coined by Gordon R. Willey and
Philip Phillips, addresses the reconstruction of spatial-temporal relationships, on one
hand and contextual relationships, on the other. "Culture-historical integration is both
the spatial and temporal scales and the content and relationships which they measure"
(Willey and Phillips 1958:12). Cultural forms may be defined by geographical
connection and contemporaneity but when historical relationships are established
between them, processes such as migration, diffusion, trade, ceremonialism, and
conquest are evoked (Willey and Phillips 1958:11). Examination of the cultures
which occupied the Fort Davis area can be based on this "cultural-historical"
integration model.
During the Ice Age, human populations migrated from Siberia across Beringia
into Alaska in pursuit of big game animals such as mammoth and bison. These
"Paleo-Indians" migrated into North American and ultimatiey into the southwest.
The prehistoric populations of the Fort Davis area can be dated from approximately
10,000 B.C. to A.D. 1500. The prehistoric sequences may be generalized using the
following time frames:
Late Paleo-Indian
Early Archaic
Middle Archaic
Late Archaic
Late Prehistoric
(Mallouf 1985:95)

8000 to 6500 B.C.
6500 to 3000 B.C.
3000 to 500 B.C.
500 B.C. to A.D. 1000
A.D. 1000 to A.D. 1519
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In examination of these periods, it becomes apparent that three different
subregions of the Trans-Pecos contribute distinct cultural traits. This area can best be
examined by using the Hicks model which divides the Trans-Pecos into the Puebloan,
the Interior, and the Plains subregions. The Puebloan Region which includes die Rio
Grande area from El Paso to La Junta yields cultural traits which are primarily
Puebloan in nature. The Interior Region is made up of the north to south mountain
ranges which include the Guadalupe Mountains, the Davis Mountains, and the Chisos
Mountains. This subregion represents cultural traits which were indicative of the
exploitation of montane resources. The Plains subregion which is the most eastern
portion of the region, includes the Stockton Plateau, the Toyah Basin, and the expanse
of the Pecos River. This area depicts a more nomadic culture oriented toward the
pursuit of big game herds such as mammoth and bison (Simmons et al. 1989:35).
The Late Paleo-Indian Period provided a major transition in cultural lifeways
from one of large game hunting to one of small game hunting coupled with wild plant
gathering. This transition came about primarily as a result of the extinction of major
Pleistocene game animals. Due to increasing aridity in the environment, the Early,
Middle, and Late Archaic periods can best be characterized as an adaptation of a
hunter-gatherer lifestyle based on more xerophilous resources. These periods are
marked by shifts in settiement patterns, population intensification, and changes in
technology (Mallouf 1985:95). The Late Prehistoric can be delineated by population
intensification and changes in adaptational patterns such as the practice of agriculture.
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the introduction of the bow and arrow, and the use of ceramics on a regional basis
(Mallouf 1985:95). The constantiy changing geophysical characteristics of TransPecos Texas provided the impetus for these changes throughout the Paleo, Archaic,
and Prehistoric periods.

The Late-Paleo Indian Period
The hydrosphere and biosphere of the Trans-Pecos Texas area changed
dramatically during the Late-Paleo Indian Period. Gradual warming coupled with a
decrease in precipitation brought about a change in the biosphere from one of
sweeping forests to one of a desert grassland, scrub, and woodland communities
(Wauer 1992:6). The Paleo-Indian economy was initially based on large game
hunting. This theory is founded on two criteria: (1) data recovered from Paleo-Indian
sites have tended to yield the remains of primarily large game animals and (2) PaleoIndians have been presumed to be big-game hunters because most diagnostic artifacts
found in Paleo-sites have been large projectile points (Simmons et al. 1989:27). More
recent examination of the data has established that Paleo-Indians were beginning to
supplement big-game subsistence patterns with exploitation of other niches of the
environment as well (Simmons et al. 1989:28).

The Late Paleo-Indian Period in the Puebloan Subregion
The Puebloan subregion Paleo-artifacts can be limited to a region immediately
west and north of El Paso, and to the east and northeast of the Hueco Bolson.
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References to Paleo-Indian materials in this subregion come mainly from isolated finds
and a scattering of small camps. These camps are apparent on the margin of playas,
near sand dunes, and on the broad terraces of the Rio Grande. A limited number of
Folsom points, Meserve points, scrapers, and ceramics have been found in these
campsites. Orientation toward big game hunting was still the predominant lifeway in
this subregion during the Late-Paleo stage (Simmons et al. 1989:35).

The Late Paleo-Indian Period in the Interior Subregion
Data concerning the Interior subregion of the Trans-Pecos indicates an earlier
adaptation to a hunting-gathering lifeway. Pollen evidence indicates that the
population was exploiting resources from higher elevation forest communities as well
as Chihuahuan Desert communities (Simmons et al. 1989:36). Lanceolate form
projectile points have been recovered throughout the Interior subregion. Clovis,
Folsom, Midland, Plainview, Angostura, and Meserve points have been found in all
areas from the Guadalupes to the Big Bend. Mallouf (1985:99) has provided die most
comprehensive view of the settiement patterns in the Interior subregion. Lanceolate
projectile points have been found in die Big Bend most frequendy in die foothill and
basin environments. In the Davis Mountain Range, lanceolate forms have been
retrieved from alluvial terraces along canyons. In die Guadalupe Range, large
projectile points have been recovered in higher elevations. The Van Horn area, which
appears to have been a favored site of Paleo-Indians, yields lithics from along the
shores of old playas. This information would suggest that the Paleo-Indian population
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of this subregion was reliant on large game such as bison in lower elevations while
game such as big horn sheep, deer, and antelope were being pursued in the higher
mountain elevations. (Simmons et al. 1989:36). Due to a cooler and moister climate
in this subregion, woodland and desert scrub communities began to mix which allowed
die inhabitants to exploit bodi zones (Mallouf 1981:56-127; Mallouf 1985:16-17).
The high density and diversity of these resources contributed to this earlier transition
from a nomadic hunting orientation to a more localized hunting and gathering
subsistence pattern in the Interior subregion (Mallouf 1981:133; Simmons et al.
1989:36). Evidence suggests that the interior region was most likely the first area to
begin adaptation to varied resources.

The Late Paleo-Indian Period in the Plains Subregion
Mallouf has suggested that the Plains subregion may represent an adaptation
from a primarily hunting oriented lifeway to a more hunter-gatherer oriented lifeway.
The Late Paleo-Indian period is represented by projectile points of Golondrina,
Meserve, and San Patrice types, found in campsites along the margins of playas within
the area, which indicates this early lifeway transition (Mallouf 1985:96-99).
In sum, the Paleo-Indians in all regions of the Trans-Pecos were reliant on
large game animals as a primary source of subsistence. However, a change in
subsistence patterns from large game consumption to one using small game and plants
as dietary supplements, began to appear.
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Data concerning the socio-economics, material culture, and demography of the
area are, at present, not sufficient for a thorough analysis of the Late Paleo-Indian
culture of the Trans-Pecos.

Early Archaic Period (6500 to 3000 B.C.)
Middle Archaic Period (3000 to 500 B.C.)
Late Archaic Period (500 B.C. to A.D. 1000)
The Archaic Periods in the Trans-Pecos region can best be characterized by a
continued warming and drying trend punctuated by wetter intervals which contributed
to the spread of grasslands and xerophilous plant species (Simmons et al. 1989:69).
This transition in the biosphere contributed to a broader based economic lifeway,
dependent upon increased gathering and hunting of small game. Technological shifts
from lanceolate points to stemmed dart points serve to substantiate this shift in
subsistence patterns. Territoriality, seasonal rounds, the emergence of ceremonial
practices, and the introduction of horticulture are also hallmarks of the Archaic
Period. During the Keystone Phase, along the Rio Grande, pithouse architecture
makes its appearance.
Evidence is scant concerning the Early Archaic in the Trans-Pecos region.
There is some evidence of interaction of Central Texas, Lower Pecos, and Northern
Mexico cultures with the groups in the Interior and Plains regions of the Trans-Pecos
(Mallouf 1985:107). Open encampments were sparsely distributed throughout the area
primarily in lower basin and foothill elevations in the southern sector and at higher
mountains zones in the interior subregion.
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The Archaic Period in the Puebloan Region
The Archaic Stage in the Puebloan subregion differs from the other subregions.
The Puebloan area still relied on the hunt of large game animals accompanied by
increased gathering. Early Archaic bands were still highly mobile, small in size, and
most likely non-territorial (Mallouf 1985:108). The small increase in population size
began to occur during the last half of the Archaic stage serving to set the stage for
increased territoriality. Along the Rio Grande a trend toward decreased mobility is
inferred by the appearance of pithouse architecture during the Keystone Phase and
subsequent Fresnal and Hueco Phases. Cultigens may have been used during this
period given the occurrence of squash seeds at these sites dated at 3434 B.C.
(Simmons et al. 1989:69).
Suhm, Krieger, and Jelks in 1954 and Lehmer in 1958, theorized that the Early
Archaic culture of the Trans-Pecos was linked to the Archaic Cochise culture of the
greater Southwest (Mallouf 1985:106). Investigations of the basic Cochise cultural
system found in Arizona, Southern New Mexico, and Texas indicate the groups were
more gathering than hunting oriented (Simmons et al. 1989:70).
The Middle Archaic and Late Archaic Periods have yielded much information
for archaeological interpretation. The 1920s and 1930s saw an increase in
archaeological activity in the Puebloan subregion. Archaeologists, such as E.B.
Sayles, were intent upon establishing a connection between the Basketmaker culture of
the Southwest with the inhabitants of the Puebloan region. While others such as
Kelley, Campbell, and Lehmer (1940) were attempting to establish a distinctive
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cultural-historical framework (known as the Chihuahuan Tradition) for the area
(Mallouf 1985:108). Reconnaissance efforts during the 1940s resulted in the
definition of the Jornada Sequence. Four phases have been defined within this
sequence: the Hueco Phase, the Mesilla Phase, the Dona Ana Phase, and the El Paso
Phase. The Hueco Phase, earliest in the sequence, represents the culture from which
the later Jornada MogoUon developed (Simmons et al. 1989:70). Various
investigators have speculated who the predecessors of the Jornada MogoUon were.
Cosgrove (1947) theorized that the early inhabitants of the Puebloan region were
related to the San Juan Basketmaker Culture. A more recent cultural-historical
framework, the Chihuahuan Tradition, has been developed for south-central New
Mexico, West Texas and northern Chihuahua. This Chihuahuan Tradition
encompasses all of the Puebloan subregion, and the portion of the Interior subregion
that lies to west of the Guadalupe, Van Horn, and Chinati Mountains (Simmons et al.
1989:71). In sum, the Early Archaic Period in the Puebloan Subregion exhibits
subsistence patterns primarily based on large game. The Middle Archaic saw a
transition to a more intense gathering economy supplemented by smaller game. By
the Late Archaic, incipient horticulture was implemented to supplement the hunting
and gathering subsistence system. Pithouse architecture along the Rio Grande made
its appearance in the Keystone Phase indicating a more sedentary settiement pattern.
To date the only cultural-historical framework developed for the area is the
Chihuahuan Tradition which should continue to be tested in future investigations.
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The Archaic Period in the Interior Subregion
In the Interior subregion, the Archaic Periods continued to experience a
warming and drying trend, interrupted by wet interludes. Forests were displaced to
higher elevations by Chihuahuan Desert species contributing to a broader based hunter
and gatherer adaptation. Use of desert species is confirmed by the increase in burned
rock middens, increase in the number of hearthfields, and increase in lithic scatter.
These features suggest that there was tighter band organization, increased territoriality,
and scheduling of seasonal rounds based on an increasing dependence on plant foods
(Simmons et al. 1989:71-73). Most ecological zones from riverbeds to forested slopes
were being exploited by the Middle Archaic which can be evidenced in the increasing
use of rock shelters and remains recovered from these rock shelters.
In the Davis Mountains, these features appear along terraces near canyon
bottoms, on ridges in high canyons, and on saddles in higher mountain elevation.
Fairly consistent patterning of sites indicate a broader based economic adaptation and
stronger territoriality based on seasonality (Simmons et al. 1989 71-73). In the
Interior Subregion, Early and Middle Archaic sites seem to occur at higher elevations
in the Guadalupe and Davis Mountains and at lower elevations in the Big Bend. The
significance of both hunting and gathering is apparent in the large number of projectile
points as well as burned rock accumulations, bedrock mortars, and slab metates. It
has been suggested that a wet interlude made the environment more appealing during
this era leading to denser population and more intensive use. As these populations
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became larger and refinement in food processing technology grew, more complete
utilization of local resources occurred (Simmons et al. 1989:73)
Camps were also found along the tops of peaks, where water, food, and stone
resources would have been minimal. It is thought that these sites may have been
associated with ceremonial functions. Southern areas of the region often display
hearths, middens, and burned rock accumulations which indicate extended visits and
repeated residence (Mallouf 1985:121). Late Archaic sites in the Davis Mountains
have not exhibited any burned rock middens, suggesting a decreased emphasis in the
use of desert succulents during the wetter interlude. The Davis Mountains Late
Archaic sites occur primarily on high terraces in canyons which would indicate that
the population was involved in exploiting nut crops common to forested slopes. If the
local population was indeed harvesting acorns and pinyon nuts it is possible that
occupation of this area was scheduled on the seasonality of the crop (Mallouf
1985:123).
The Guadalupe Mountains to the north of the Davis Mountains have produced
distinct Archaic artifacts. Remains from this area include basketry, cordage, sandals,
atiati darts, digging sticks, manos, metates, scrapers, and several basket and bundle
burials. Sites found assembled at canyon heads have produced burned rock middens
and ring middens indicating that succulents were still an important part of the
subsistence of the occupants of this mountain range (Mallouf 1985:124).
In sum, in the Interior subregion Early and Middle Archaic sites occur in
diverse elevations in the Guadalupe and Davis Mountains. The hallmark of the
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Middle Archaic is the transition from one of non-territoriality to territoriality (Mallouf
1985:108). The Late Archaic in the Interior subregion is characterized by an increase
in burned rock middens and hearthfields which indicate the continuing intensification
in the use of desert biota such as lechugilla, sotol, and nopal in the Guadalupes. The
Davis Mountains population appears to have focused on the exploitation of nut crops.
Intensified use of plant resources during the period increased which resulted in tighter
band organization, travel patterns based on seasonality, and the introduction of
ceremonial functions into the culture.

The Archaic Period in the Plains Subregion
The Plains subregion yields littie information because of the scarcity of
professional research in the area. Ethnobotanical data suggests that the population was
exploiting succulent and semisucculent species in the area (Simmons et al. 1989:74).
The population appears to become more dense during the Archaic as indicated by the
increased number of sites and the location of these sites over a broader range of
environments. The Pecos River Focus, identified as a Middle Archaic cultural
manifestation in the Eastern Trans-Pecos, has provided insight into the rich cultural
lifeways from artifacts found in dry cave shelters. Although cultural remains are
spread over the region, it appears that most of the sites tend to cluster around the
southeastern section of the subregion. An influx of Central Texas dart points into the
area between 1000 and 500 B.C. infers interaction of regional groups followed by a
period of cultural isolation and further adaptation to arid desert conditions (Mallouf
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1985:116). During this time, the Plains region peoples were adapting to a broader
based economy by becoming more reliant on plant resources. The Archaic Periods of
the Plains area can be characterized by a denser population that was beginning to
process the local plant resources. Interaction of interregional groups became apparent
for a time, but was followed by a period of isolation. Denser population also led to
an increase in ceremonialism in the southeastern sector in particular.

Rockart in the

dry rockshelters of the southeastern Plains subregion depict shamans which are the
religious practitioners of hunting and gathering societies throughout the world. Three
primary tenets of shamanism are expressed in the art of the Pecos River style: "the
power of magical flight; the ability to assume the form of an animal familiar; and the
concept of parallel supernatural and natural worlds accessible through a central axis"
(Turpin 1995:547). The size, complexity, and accessibility of the rockart suggest the
paintings were produced by a group effort for public attendance. Intensified ritual
activity is indicative of people adapting to new economic and social strategies in an
increasingly dense population (Turpin 1995:547).
In conclusion, specific characteristics of the Archaic peoples in the entire
Trans-Pecos region begin to become apparent in the areas of demography, subsistence,
settiement, ceremonial structure, and intercultural relationships. All sections of the
Trans-Pecos have produced an impressive sampling of Archaic remains which again
indicate that the population was becoming more dense. The wetter interval during the
Late Archaic which lasted several hundred years may have contributed to an
emergence of short-lived cultural patterns in some portions of the Trans-Pecos area
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(Mallouf 1985:116). The Late Archaic is characterized by a higher density of sites
manifested in all ecological zones. Rockshelter sites have yielded an abundant
collection of perishable and non-perishable artifacts such as scrapers, manos and
metates, hammerstones, bone awls, fire drills, atiatls, pouches, rabbit fur blankets,
wooden tongs, scoops, basketry, matting, sandals, gourd vessels, and a variety of
other fiber items. Incipient horticulture and pithouse architecture surface in the
Puebloan subregion during the Archaic. All three subregions exhibit more distinct
patterns in band organization, exploitation of diverse ecological niches on a seasonal
basis, territoriality, and increased ceremoniahsm during the Archaic. Substantial
overlap between the Late Archaic and Late Prehistoric lifeways are apparent across
much of the region.

The Late Prehistoric Period
The Trans-Pecos region of Texas can be considered the melding spot of various
cultural traits of the southwest. Adaptations from a sedentary, agriculturalist lifeway
juxtaposed to the Archaic nomadic hunter-gather lifeway make the area highly
complex (Mallouf 1985:128). In a most general sense, four cultural influences are
apparent in the area: the Anasazi, the Jornada MogoUon, the Hohokam, and the UtoAztecan. The Anasazi is culture generally represented by the agriculturalists who
resided in the northern New Mexican and southern Colorado. The Jornada MogoUon
culture, indicative of a Puebloan lifeway coupled with a basal hunting-gathering
lifeway, is apparent in the west-central and southern portion of New Mexico and the
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Trans-Pecos region of Texas (Simmons et al. 1989:78). A third culture, the Hohokam
is represented by cultural developments, based primarily on agriculture, supplemented
by hunting and gathering. This group possibly migrated from nordiem Mexico into
southern Arizona where it adapted to a Sonoran Desert lifeway which parallels the
Chihuahuan Desert adaptation (Gregonis and Reinhard 1979:8-10). The Uto-Aztecan
culture represents various prehistoric cultural adaptations which can be noted in
historic groups such as the Ute, the Hopi, the Nahuad, and the Shoshone. This highly
diverse collection of cultural lifeways is reflected in the presence of mobile huntergatherers, semi-sedentary hunter-gatherer-agriculturalists, and fully sedentary
agriculturalists. Consequentiy, Trans-Pecos Texas is representative of a blending of
multifarious traits from each of these cultural complexes. The amount of cultural
borrowing that has occurred as opposed to the amount of independent adaptation that
occurred is difficult, if not impossible, to determine.
The Late Prehistoric Period can best be characterized by the intensification of
agriculture, the appearance of new architectural types, the introduction of the bow and
arrow, the use of ceramics, the continuation of a hunter-gatherer lifeway, and an
adaptation to a complex ceremonial system.

The Late Prehistoric Period of the Puebloan Subregion
The Late Prehistoric is well represented in the Pueblo subregion. Following
A.D. 200 identifiably Jornada MogoUon populations intruded into the northern
periphery of the Puebloan area. The cultural-historical framework utilizes the four
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phases of die soudiem Jornada sequence. The Hueco phase became apparent in die
Archaic period. The Mesilla Phase is dated from approximately A.D. 900 to A.D.
1100, die Dona Ana Phase from A.D. 1100 to 1200, and die El Paso Phase from
A.D. 1200 to A.D. 1400 (Simmons et al. 1989:113).
The MesUla Phase is hallmarked by the presence of pithouse architecture and
El Paso Brown ceramics. Anodier characteristic of die Mesilla Phase is die
concentration of a portion of the population into pithouse communities along the Rio
Grande. However, in die area adjacent to die Rio Grande, die majority of sites were
stUl considered short-term camps associated with hunting in the mountains and
gathering of succulents in the foothills (Simmons et al. 1989:114).
The Dona Ana phase has been identified as a short-term transitional phase
which is marked by new architectural forms. Adobe-walled structures begin to appear
adjacent to pithouses. Villages tended to occur on the lower slopes of aUuvial fans
indicating the use of runoff horticulture. Ceramic evidence includes a profusion of
local wares including El Paso Brown, El Paso Polychrome, and El Paso Red-onBrown. Intrusive wares such as Mimbres Black-on-White, Chupadero Black-onWhite, and Three Rivers Red-on-Terracotta infer the presence of Puebloan influence
in the area as weU as a widening of trade networks (Simmons et al. 1989:114).
The El Paso phase (A.D. 1200 to 1400) represents the last period of prehistoric
occupation in the Puebloan area. The emergence of horticulture as the backbone of
the economy is evidenced by the recovery of cultigens such as maize, squash, beans,
and gourds. However, gathering of plant resources continued to be important to
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subsistence during this phase. Large burned rock features substantiate the continued
processing of desert succulents (Simmons et al. 1989:114).
The primary architectural feature constructed during the El Paso Phase was the
contiguous room adobe. These adobe structures tend to be clustered in areas that
would have been favorable to runoff horticulture. Even though these village sites
increased in size and number, the majority of the sites were still small camps inhabited
for short periods of time (Simmons et al. 1989:115). Based on research in the Hueco
Bolson, the villages and campsites appear in fewer environmental zones indicating a
narrower range of activities taking place at each site. As the population grew during
the latter portion of this period the villages became more aggregated. This clustering
of the population dictated a requirement for social control which is manifested in a
complex ceremonial cycle (Simmons et al. 1989:115). Diagnostic artifacts primarily
include El Paso polychrome as well as a variety of intrusive wares. These intrusive
wares, along with the presence of marine sheU from the Pacific and Gulf coasts and
copper beUs from Mexico, indicate just how extensive the trade network had become
(Simmons et al. 1989:114).
Beginning around A.D. 1000 to 1100 Puebloan traits had started to expand
down the Rio Grande Valley and by A.D. 1200 permanent setdements had been
established at La Junta. This is known as the Bravo VaUey aspect (Kelley, Campbell,
and Lehmer 1940:31-38). The La Junta focus, one of three foci of die Bravo Valley
Aspect, can be considered contemporaneous with the El Paso phase. It has been
suggested that the El Paso populations may have actually moved down into this region
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due to the similarities in diagnostics and architectural uses of adobe (Simmons et al
1989:115).
However, the La Junta focus architecture is somewhat diflerent from the El
Paso phase architecture in that a dwelling is composed of only one room as opposed to
a series of contiguous rooms, characteristic of the El Paso phase. These rectangular
La Junta Focus structures were built inside of the walls of a pit so that the pit acted as
a support for the waUs of the structure (Simmons et al. 1989:115). Other La Junta
structures consisted of circular pithouses with pole superstructures most likely covered
with thatch. Curiously, all of the ceramics found at the La Junta site were from nonlocal sources which indicates a wide trade network (Simmons et al. 1989:116).
Another question which has received considerable research attention is the
symbiotic relationship between two distinct groups occupying the same villages at
certain times of the year. The Spanish labeled the sedentary groups, the Patarabueyes
and the mobile groups, the Jumanos. There is speculation that a relationship may
have developed between these two groups as early as A.D. 12(X) (Simmons et al.
1989:116). Further ethnohistorical and archaeological research in the La Junta area
would provide a more thorough analysis of the cultures.
In summary, the Puebloan region exhibits a cultural pattern based on an
increasingly sedentary, horticultural lifestyle. Intrusive wares and marine shells
indicate that trade networks were becoming more extensive. Due to the aggregation
of the population into villages, the need for social control contributed to the rise of
more elaborate ceremonial cycles. Interaction between the Puebloan cultures and the
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hunter and gatherer cultures of the Interior Subregion also became more intense during
the Late Prehistoric Period.

The Late Prehistoric Period of the Interior Subregion
The Interior Trans-Pecos region again served as junction between cultural
groups. The bow and arrow as well as ceramic vessels possibly entered the region
around A.D. 300 and were present in quantity by A.D. 900 (Mallouf 1985:129). The
bow and arrow were adapted quickly, however, ceramic technology and horticulture
were adopted more slowly.
The Guadalupe Mountains in the northern interior region exhibits the most
influence of the Jornada MogoUon. Although ceramics and evidence of cultigens is
lacking, sites are located on topographical areas which would have been conducive to
horticulture (Mallouf 1985:129). Sites near the Salt Basin are found on alluvial fans,
on the margin of dry lakes, and near ponds indicating a possibility of special activity
sites, in this case relating to salt processing. Numerous ring middens at sites in higher
mountain elevations indicate the continued use of wild plants (Simmons et al.
1989:116).
In the central section of the Interior subregion. Late Prehistoric sites are
located in both the mountains and basins. In 1885, Sarah Janes discovered the most
prolific site in the area - Mount Livermore. This cache, which contained over 2000
complete and fragmented projectile points, was found on the summit of this mountain
(MaUouf 1985:134). The Livermore point, which is a diagnostic type of the
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Livermore Focus (A.D. 9(X) to A.D. 1300) is found only in the northeastern
Chihuahuan Desert area. Western boundaries of the Livermore point distribution
seem to correspond with the Sierra Vieja, Van Horn, and Sierra Diablo Mountain
Ranges. The northern boundaries of the point type correspond to the Guadalupe
Mountains of Texas and New Mexico. The southern boundary of the Livermore point
parallels the southern line of the Rio Grande from Casa de Piedra to Amistad
Reservoir. To the east, Livermore Points have been found in the Odessa/Midland and
San Angelo areas (Mallouf 1992:9). Kelley has suggested that this final pre-historic
culture in the Trans-Pecos was possibly a group of late Plains hunters who sought
refuge from the drought in the high peaks of the Davis Mountains (Kelley 1986:173).
Mallouf (1992:10) believes that there is a possibility that the culture of the Livermore
Focus could have been people indigenous to the Trans-Pecos and is in need of serious
investigation.
West of Kokemot Mesa and north of Mitre Peak is a rock art site which has
been classified as the Jornada style. This Jornada art style is the same that produced
the well known Mimbres pottery. The two most recognized sites for the Jornada style
art are at Three Rivers, New Mexico and at Hueco Tanks near El Paso (Lowrance
1987:10). The presence of this art style from New Mexico into the Guadalupe and
Davis Mountain ranges of the Trans-Pecos area indicates a migration southward not
only along the riverine environment of the Rio Grande but an intermontane
environment as well.
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Kelley, CampbeU, and Lehmer (1940:1-173) have suggested the presence of
horticulture Trans-Pecos. A profusion of corncobs and squash seeds have been
recovered from the Bee Cave Canyon Site in Brewster County, and excavations in the
Guadalupe Mountains have produced examples of 12-row com which may date as
early as the Late Archaic (Mallouf 1985:127). Excavations at Carved Rock Shelter
near the town of Alpine have produced a variety of perishable items including cobs of
maize.
Both the environmental setting and material goods of this site indicate the
practice of incipient agriculture. Storage cysts and grass lined pits recorded at the site
coupled with the location, are significant agricultural clues (Mallouf 1985:134). This
site is significant in that it does not occur along a riverine environment but near
natural water resources within an intermontane environment.
Numerous other Late Prehistoric sites have also been recorded in the higher
elevations of the Davis Mountains (Mallouf 1985:134). Surveys in the Rosillos
Mountains, Big Bend National Park, the Bofecillos Mountains, the Chinati Mountains
and possibly the Davis Mountains have revealed a series of circular-to-oval, stacked
stone enclosures in die foothill zones. Mallouf has postulated that these features
represent temporary structures used for seasonal hunting and gathering endeavors in
the foothills of the area. These architectural structures are important manifestations in
what Mallouf has defined as the Cielo Complex.
MaUouf (1992:11) has defined die Cielo Complex "as a Late Prehistoric to
Contact Period (A.D. 1330 to 1680) aceramic manifestation that is found across most
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of the Texas Big Bend into northeastern Chihuahua and northwestern Coahuila." The
complex exhibits a wide range of site "types," which include (1) base camps, (2)
specialized resource-procurement sites (such as hunting stations and plant procurement
and processing stations), and (3) ritual sites. Architectural components include stone
house enclosures as well as an assortment of temporary structural forms, middens,
hearths, linear stone alignments, stone-lined cysts, stone storage platforms, and
storage pits (Mallouf 1992:12). The stone-based house enclosures are a significant
feature of base camps in that the walls consisted of from two to five tiers of various
sizes of cobbles, most likely superimposed with ocotillo stalks, thatched with grass or
covered with buffalo hides. On the Rio Grande, the Cielo Complex sites occur on
raised pediments that overlook the river basin agricultural terraces (Mallouf 1992:12).
The presence of these circular enclosures near the agricultural district of La Junta
again reiterate a prolonged relationship between the sedentary groups and the more
nomadic hunter and gatherers which have been categorized as the Patarabuey and the
Jumanos (Mallouf 1985:140, Kelley 1986; Hickerson 1994). Based on evidence from
the Cielo Bravo site an Apachean presence is manifested around A.D. 1650.
However, both Kelley and MaUouf have proposed that an earlier date for Apache
arrival is a possibility. The Protohistoric Concepcion phase at La Junta, if revised,
should reflect an Apachean presence or at the very least a strong Apachean influence
(Mallouf 1992:21).
In summary, the increasing population of the Late Prehistoric Period continued
the cultural patterns from the previous Archaic period. Introduction of the bow and
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arrow and ceramics into the Plains and Interior areas are indicative of changing
lifeways. The Livermore Focus exhibits a wide ranging use of the Trans-Pecos area
in what may have been a Plains oriented pre-historic culture. Procurement of desert
succulents on a seasonal basis supplemented by hunting was the primary subsistence
pattern in the Interior subregion. Incipient horticulture, primarily the planting of
maize near springs and cienegas, was being used in some areas of the Interior
Subregion. More intense agriculture along the Rio Grande gave rise to permanent
architecture. Interaction between the Jornada agriculturalists along the Rio Grande
and the hunting and gathering groups residing in the mountains and basins to the east
provided a further blending of cultural traits. Due to a denser population coupled
with more intense interaction, complex ceremonial cycles are indicated.

The Late Prehistoric Period of the Plains Subregion
The Plains Subregion adaptation of the Archaic hunting and gathering lifeway
was perpetuated well into historic times. Late Prehistoric sites occur along the Pecos
River between the Pecos and Upton, Texas. These sites contain arrowpoints, bifacial
knives, stone and shell beads, and large accumulations of burned rocks. Ceramics are
not common to diese sites but several types are represented including Jornada types.
Middle Pecos decorated wares, Caddoan wares, and plainwares of the Southern Plains
(Simmons et al. 1989:117). This would indicate a still mobile lifeway employing
hunting, gathering, and trading.
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Models have been developed to deal with the relationships between the Cielo
Complex and the hunting-gathering peoples of the Infiemo and Toyah phases of the
regions to the east and northeast. The Infiemo phase of the Lower-Pecos region
remains poorly understood. Solveig Turpin (1995:552) indicates the Infiemo tool kit
consisted of four diagnostic artifacts: small triangular stemmed arrow points, steeply
beveled end scrapers, four-beveled knives, and plain ceramics. Infiemo people
preferred high promontories overlooking springs or semi-permanent water resources.
Tunnel and Newcomb (1969) indicated that ceramic sherds are rare at Infiemo sites,
but when recovered most resemble sherds of native pottery collected at the Lipan
Apache mission of San Lorenzo de la Santa Cmz abandoned in 1771. The Infiemo
people most likely came into the area in late Prehistory. Ethnohistoric references to
bison hunting in the area suggest that the basins were covered with thick grasslands
and reverted to semi-desert species only after the introduction of livestock into the
area in die 1880s (Turpin 1995:553).
Components of the Toyah Focus are known from the Trans-Pecos area, the
Pecos River, the Llano River drainage, the middle Colorado River, and the Brazos
River in die Texas hiU country (KeUey 1986:95). The Toyah Phase resembles die
contemporaneous Cielo Complex in terms of lithic assemblages, subsistence pattems,
and band size. Both complexes are characterized by the Perdiz Points and other
Uthics indicative of a Plains bison-hunter technology (Mallouf 1992:17). In contrast,
the Toyah Phase lacks the stone rock architecture, ring-middens, and burial cairns
frequendy found in the Cielo Complex. The Toyah Phase and Cielo Complex do
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share characteristics from a bison-hunting orientation, but exhibit odier characteristics
diat are unique to die two orientations. However, die Toyah Phase has a general
artifact assemblage very similar to diat of die Bravo Valley Aspect which infers a
close relationship. Again, die Perdiz Point is characteristic to bodi die Toyah Phase
and die Bravo Valley Aspect (Kelley 1986:107). It appears from diis evidence diat
these groups were involved in die cultural borrowing of selected lidiic tools.
In conclusion, the Late Prehistoric is well represented in die Plains subregion,
however, littie is known due to die lack of professional work done in die area.
Interaction between the Plains peoples and die peoples of die Interior and Puebloan
regions is indicated, but the intensity of diese relationships has not been examined
(Simmons et al. 1989:118).

Conclusions
The Late Paleo-Indian Period of the Trans-Pecos saw the beginning of a major
transition in lifeways from one based on large game hunting to small game hunting.
A slight increase in gathering also became apparent during this period. Extinction of
large Pleistocene animals coupled with a warming and drying trend led to a more
hunting and gathering orientation during the Archaic Period.
The Archaic Period in all three subregions can be characterized by shifts in
settiement and subsistence patterns, population intensification, technological changes,
ceremonial stmcture, and intercultural relationships. Incipient horticulture began in
the Puebloan area along the Rio Grande and in some intermontane areas of the Interior
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Subregion. Adobe architecture and aggregated villages became more frequent along
the Rio Grande, while basal hunting and gathering camps remained the norm in both
the Puebloan and Interior subregions. The still highly mobile Plains population began
to grow more oriented to a hunter-gatherer lifeway. Intmsive wares into all diree
subregions indicate the growth of extensive trade networks. Due to increased
population density, more complex ceremonial cycles are indicated in rock art sites and
lithic assemblages.
The Late Prehistoric Period agricultural practices intensified along the flood
plains of the Rio Grande. An increase in population effected adaptations such as the
concentration of villages, erection of adobe stmctures alongside pithouse architecture,
expansion of trade networks, complex ceremonial cycles, and increased interaction
between sedentary and mobile groups. In the Interior and Plains Subregions the bow
and arrow and use of ceramics account for the major shifts in technology. Intmsive
ceramics also indicate contact with cultures to the east, north, and south of the TransPecos. The Interior region ftirther adapted to a hunter-gatherer lifeway using desert
succulents supplemented by incipient horticulture, while the Plains groups were still
oriented toward hunting. To date, the Chihuahuan tradition is the only culture-historic
framework that has been used in the examination of the area. It appears that further
investigation is needed in the Interior Subregion regarding mountain oriented
Athapaskan speakers which may have made a very early entrance into the region.
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CHAPTER V
THE APACHEAN CULTURE IMPACT ON FORT DAVIS: 1519-1884
The Apache peoples that occupied Trans-Pecos Texas were the primary reason
for the constmction and occupation of Fort Davis. Westward expansion of the United
States elicited govemmental concem for the safety of American intmders into what
were the traditional Apache lands. The Texas Apaches are the Mescalero bands of the
Trans-Pecos area and the Lipan bands of central Texas. Although other bands of
Apaches, primarily Kiowa-Apache, Mimbres, Chiricahua, and Warm Springs bands,
traveled and raided through Texas, the only two bands that maintained permanent
residence in Texas were the Mescalero and Lipan.
Indeislun Nakah, the term the Mescalero Apache used for their nuclear center,
referred to the "place where Indians get together." Literally translated from Apache,
it means, "people, forming a group, when they are there" (Basehart 1974:79). The
Trans-Pecos Region of Texas was the territory of die Apache or the Nde, the native
people of this land. The Nde People mostiy had been an inoffensive and peaceful
people, traveling from place to place for food, living a simple life (Goss 1991:2).
The primary inhabitants of die Trans-Pecos area were the Mescalero Apache, who
were given die name Mescalero when Spanish explorers saw them gathering the
mescal plant for food. Nde was the name they used for themselves which meant "the
people" (Basehart 1974:164). The Nde viewed diemselves as a part of dieir ti-aditional
ecology — a part of the land on which they lived. Land for the Apache was central to
their life in terms of subsistence, religion, myth, and travel. Mother Earth, referred
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to in Apachean mythology as White Painted Woman, cared for her people providing
them sustenance and nurture (Ball 1970:68-70).
The emergence of the Apache in the Trans-Pecos area of Texas can be traced
through the migration pattems of the Athapaskan speakers. It has been hypothesized
that the ancestral speakers of Apache were present in Siberia, migrated across Beringia
to Alaska, then into Canada, and finally down the cordillera of the Rocky Mountains
into southwest locations in New Mexico, Arizona, and Texas. By examining
information based on linguistics, band membership, subsistence pattems, territoriality,
and religious practices these people can be better understood.

Linguistic Affiliation
The Mescalero and Lipan are two of seven Apachean bands who are
linguistically labeled as Apacheans or Southem Athapaskans (Hoijer 1971:3-6). The
Athapaskan languages of Alaska, the Canadian Northwest, the Pacific Coast and the
American Southwest are all members of the same language group. Harry Hoijer, in
"The Position of the Apachean Language in die Athapaskan Stock," traced group
development through the reconstmction of the Proto Athapaskan consonantal system.
There is a series of mergers in consonantal pattems upon which Hoijer based a
connection of the Southem Athapaskan or Apachean stock widi Alaskan, Canadian,
and Pacifican stocks. The groups in the Apachean stock share the basic language but
dialectical differences, due to the consonantal pattems, are apparent. The Apachean
group has been divided into two major groups by Hoijer.
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Westem Groups
Navajo
Chiricahua
Mescalero
San Carios

Eastem Groups
Jicarilla
Lipan
Kiowa-Apache

Hoijer believed that the first migration consisted of the groups that we now
know as the Navajo, San Carlos, Chiricahua, and Mescalero, followed by the Jicarilla
and the Lipan Apache. These groups, with the exception of the Lipan and KiowaApache, always remained in or near the mountains as that was where they were most
comfortable. The Kiowa Apache, who have always been labeled as "plains peoples,"
migrated south much later and never had close social ties with the rest of the Apaches
(Hoijer 1971:3-6). Hypodieses vary from A.D. 1000 to A.D. 1500 as arrival dates
for Apaches in the southwest (Gunnerson 1979:162).
The name in the Athapaskan language for the Mescalero Apache is Nadahende
or the "Mescal People" (Basehart 1974:164). It was the Spanish who are responsible
for the label Mescalero Apache which literally translates to "mescal eating raccoons."
The term Apache is a cormption of the Nahuati word "mapati" which means raccoon
(Goss 1991:3). The Spanish, upon seeing groups of Apaches widi paint around their
eyes thought they resembled raccoons and gave them the name Apache. The Spanish
observed the group of Apaches residing in Trans-Pecos Texas utilizing the mescal
plant as a major subsistence food. Consequentiy, diey were dubbed the "Mescalero
Apache" (Goss 1991:3).
The two Lipan divisions which the Mescalero had the most contact with were
the Tuetinini (No Water People) and the Tuintsvnde (The Big Water People) (Basehart
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1974:156-157). A segment of the latter group was thought to have sought shelter
among the Davis Mountain Mescalero, resulting in considerable intermarriage.
Frequent visiting between the Mescalero and the Tuintsvnde in Central Texas and
Mexico has been reported in ethnographic information. Segments of the two bands
camped together when the Mescalero became more concentrated in the south.
Other groups identified from ethnohistorical accounts who were residing in the
Trans-Pecos Area were the Nit?ahende (People Who Live Against the Mountains) and
included the bands of the Sacramento and Guadalupe Mountains. The Tsehitcihende
(People of Hook Nose) is taken to apply to the bands of the entire Guadalupe range.
The Tsebekinende (Rock House People) band engaged in systematic seasonal
movements from a permanent nuclear center in Chihuahua to the Sacramento range.
The Tsebekinende base was frequentiy placed in Corralitos, Chihuahua (a permanent
nuclear center) which was also utilized by Chiricahua Apache bands.

Historical

accounts often refer to the "Agua Nueva" band of the Mescalero which utilized the
territory on both sides of the Rio Grande between El Paso and Presidio del Norte
which were most likely the Tsebekinende. Military reports from the 1850s speak of
the Mescalero bands, Nortenos and Aguas Nuevas, living in the Guadalupe and Limpia
Mountains and traveling to the Rio Grande and on into the city of Chihuahua
(Basehart 1974:156-164).
The Mescalero Apache were more comfortable in the mountains and occupied
homelands in Texas west of the Pecos River to the Rio Grande primarily living in the
Guadalupe, Davis, and Chisos mountain ranges. The Lipan orientation was geared
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toward the plains with occupation of Texas territories from San Antonio to the Llano
Estacado to the Pecos River (Opler 1970:14). The Mescalero territories and Lipan
territories conjoined at the Pecos river and at times overlapped for subsistence
purposes (Opler 1970:167). Consequentiy, it is die Mescalero and Lipan bands of
Apaches who became significant in the development of Fort Davis, Texas.

Band Membership
The largest social unit conceptualized by the Mescalero was the tribe which
consisted of many bands. Apachean band membership and size was variable and
could fluctuate at any given point in time. In 1799, Spanish engineer, Jose Cortes,
observed that "a rancheria" (Apache encampment) could shrink in size, even though it
may be very populous, the moment those who constitute it become discontented [theyJ
can form a separate rancho or join another tribal captain" (Cortes 1989:57). This
flexibility in band membership remained characteristic of Apachean tribal organization
until the reservation period. The Apachean socio-economic units were generally based
upon kinship groups that formed the local subsistence group. Bands were considered
autonomous and equal units regardless of their size. Interband relations were also
characterized by extensive consanguineal (blood) and affinal (marriage) kinship ties
(Basehart 1971:137-138). The flexibility of band membership also served to
strengthen ties among the bands due to the fact that a member may have developed
ties with more than one band. A bandsperson could change membership for any of
the following reasons: to escape conflict; to observe a period of mouming; to relieve
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fear of witchcraft; or to attach herself or himself to a particularly desirable leader. A
particularly desirable leader may have been one who was a proven hunter or raider.
However, these shifting memberships restricted the development of specific political
solidarities (Opler 1941:462; Basehart 1974:129). The unit smaller dian die band can
be identified as die local group. This social group was made up of a cluster of
families under the guidance of a local group leader. Generally, the local group was
associated with a particular territory used for subsistence. These local groups
occasionally came together for defensive measures or seasonal migration to the plains
to hunt buffalo. It was during the winter that local group encampments were the
largest. The United States Army observed this practice and military tactics focused on
winter attacks on these encampments (Opler 1970:6-8). According to American
military strategists of the Indian Wars, one of the greatest shortcomings contributing
to the downfall of the Apaches was their lack of political unity (Opler 1970:6-8).
Defense against outside groups did serve to bring local groups together, but only
temporarily.
The other primary function of the band was production and distribution.
Hunting and gathering activities were informally organized with the size of the
foraging unit variable. Incipient horticulture was practiced by the women of some
bands but served mainly as a secondary source of subsistence.

Archaeological

evidence of simple irrigation systems fed from natural springs and on Limpia Creek,
have been noted in the Davis Mountains area (Raht 1919:75). In 1848, John S. Ford,
noted Mescalero com fields on the Pecos River a short distance from Horsehead
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Crossing (Basehart 1971:108). However, it was primarily hunting and gathering that
provided the Mescalero the necessary sources of food.

Subsistence Pattems
In the pre-reservation period, both the Mescalero and the Lipan were
egalitarian hunter and gatherer societies. Hunting of wild game and gathering of wild
plants were the backbone the Apachean subsistence (Opler 1970:6). The country
which the Mescalero traveled and occupied encompassed a variety of features from
flat plains to rolling hills to mountains. The forms of vegetation and animal
inhabitants of the Trans-Pecos were equally as diverse. Four wild crops of major
importance to the Mescalero included the mescal, datil, pinyon, and mesquite
(Basehart 1971:49). Mescal and datil possessed the best storage qualities. Mescal
(nada) was one of the most prized foods of the Mescalero for subsistence because of
its storage qualities (Newcomb 1961:115). Properly prepared, the mescal could be
eaten throughout the year. Pre-reservation subsistence pattems were described by
Spanish engineer, Jose Cortes in reconnaissance of the northem frontier of New
Spain. Information from his joumal provides that the foods on which the Apache
sustained themselves were supplied by the constant hunting of wild game and
gathering of wild fmits. Cortes noted mescal, one of the favorite foods of die
Apache, was cooked underground until it achieved sweetness (Cortes 1989:58). For
the Mescalero Apache, mescal was not only of nutritional importance, but also of
ceremonial importance. The importance of mescal is underscored by restrictions
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placed on behavior during preparation. Prayer had to accompany each segment of
preparation. A mescal gathering party could be initiated informally by one woman in
the band (Basehart 1974:49). Other women who were either friends or relatives could
accompany her. This "leader" was usually a respected middle-aged woman with the
group ranging from four to ten women. Preparation of the mescal was a complicated
process accompanied by prayers for successful cooking of the mescal as well as for
general weU-being of the group (Basehart 1974:50). A pit was dug then layered with
rocks and lined with a layer of wood which was fired with grama grass. When the
wood had bumed down the mescal was brought to the pit. A choice mescal head was
marked with a cross, indicating the four cardinal directions of Apache religion, then
placed in the center of the pit. Each member of the collecting party was then assigned
a section of the pit for the portion of the crop that they had gathered. Cooking
required several days during which time behavioral restrictions were placed upon the
group. When the cooking was complete, mescal cakes were made from the bases of
the leaves, the heart was sliced, and both were dried. Portions of this dry cache were
used at a later point in time. There appeared to be no regulations regarding the
distribution of the mescal (Basehart 1974:50-52).
The finit of the datil {etlode) was almost as important a subsistence crop as
mescal (Opler 1970:4; Cortes 1989:58). This fmit was very abundant and existed in
almost all parts of the mountains. The datil was not only used for food, but for soap,
basket work, and rope as well. It was also of great ceremonial importance to the
Mescalero. Women were responsible for the collection of datil. A few friends or
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relatives would go out if the crop was near the camp, however, if travel was involved
as many as ten women might go together. Ripe datils {gosk?ana) were prepared by
cooking them on the coals of a wood fire. After cooking, die fruit was seeded and
cut into strips for drying or mashed into cakes. During the Girl's Puberty Ceremony,
the datil was blessed before other plants and rope was made from the leaves in order
to tie ceremonial stmctures. The soap used for washing die girl's hair during die
ceremony was made of pounded datil root (Basehart 1974:52-54).
The pinyon pine inistci) nuts were a favored food of the Mescalero, however,
the crops were not always reliable (Opler 1970:4; Cortes 1989:58). The storage
properties of roasted nuts were excellent, consequentiy, large amounts would be
harvested when availability was good. Collecting of the pinyon nut primarily took
place in October, but could be extended on into the spring. Ordinarily the nuts would
be gathered from the ground or a hide would be placed under a tree and the nuts
shaken onto it. Up to 25 pounds per day could be picked and discovery of a rat's nest
could yield 50 to 1(X) pounds. Pinyons were processed by drying or parching them
over a fire. They could then be ground with or without the shell and mixed with datil
fmit, mescal, or mesquite beans. Pinyon nuts also had ceremonial significance in the
Girl's Puberty Ceremony. Pinyon pollen gadiered in the spring could also be
substituted for cattail pollen if the need arose. Pine pitch was used as incense as well
as for waterproofing basketry water jugs (Basehart 1974:53-56).
Mesquite {na stane), was of considerable subsistence importance to the
Mescalero due to its good storage properties (Opler 1970:4). The plant was gathered
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primarily in the foothills. The beans were harvested in autumn when they had dried,
by small groups of women. The mesquite beans were processed by either grinding
them into flour or boiling them. If boiled, they were often strained through an animal
stomach and made into a drink. The mesquite drink would be given to the people
participating the ritual making of an infant's cradle. Juice from the mesquite was also
used as a soothing liquid for irritated eyes and the bark was used to make a poultice
for treating wounds and other medicinal disorders. Mescalero women also used
mesquite bark to make diapers, skirts, and other articles of clothing by pounding the
bark until it was pliable. Mesquite gum could also be used for mending broken
pottery and could be mixed with mud and put on the head to make the hair jet black
and kill parasites in the hair. Mesquite wood was also used in fashioning shelter,
bows, cradle boards, and other utilitarian items (Basehart 1974:56-57).
Both the leaves and fruits of the prickly pear or nopal {goltcide) were also
gathered and used as food. There were several different varieties that ripened in
September and could be coUected any time thereafter (Opler 1970:4). The fmit (tuna)
was most tasty after it had been first frostbitten and required littie preparation. It
could be peeled and eaten immediately, stored in it's own juice, or dried in the sun
and cached. After scorching the stem of the plant in the fire it was used in a bandage
to reduce infection or heal a cut. The needles could be used for scraping infected
eyelids or used as tatoo needles. The wooden tweezers used to gather the plants would
be left at the site because it was thought that if they were brought back to camp,
children could make snakes visit the campsite by playing with the tongs (Basehart 1974:57).
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Sotol was comparable to mescal as a subsistence food, except the latter was the
preferred food (Newcomb 1961:115). The collecting techniques and preparation was
similar to that of mescal. Sotol staUcs were used as backs for cradle boards and the
stalk could be used to make cigarette papers. The staUc was also used as a headdress
for die Mountain Spirit Dancers (Basehart 1974:60-61; Cortes 1989:58). Odier foods
gathered by the Mescalero included oak acoms, juniper berries, screwbean, wild
potatoes, wild onions, greens, okra, walnuts, mulberry, and pepper. Chokecherries
(dze) were collected in the summer months and were eaten fresh or formed into cakes.
The flood plains provided starvation crops such as cattails. Cattails were very
significant in the ceremonial rituals of the Mescalero; the pollen from the cattail was
used primarily in the Girl's Puberty Ceremony (Basehart 1974:60).
A very significant harvest made in the Trans-Pecos was that of salt.
Oftentimes, riverbeds, such as those surrounding the Pecos River were rich in salt
content and became a deciding factor in the travel pattem of the band. The salt was
not only used to preserve meats and other foods, but it also was an important
ceremonial substance. The best quality of salt could be found in the salt basin west of
the Guadalupe Mountains, with the inferior quality found along the Pecos River
(Basehart 1974:73).
There was very littie in the environment that the Mescalero Apache did not
utilize. Hunting provided a substantial part of the Apache diet, but was not as reliable
as plant resources. The uncertainties of hunting as a consistent economic mainstay
were reflected in sharing and generosity among the bandspeople. A hunter who made
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no kill, if he came across a more successful bandsman, was entitied to part of the
meat and hide if his family was in need. Hunters employed generosity in dealing with
their fellow bandsmen; a reciprocal favor could be counted on in the future by a
bandmember who had benefitted by his neighbor's hunting success (Opler 1970:2).
Systems of reciprocity ensured that no member of the band would go hungry. A
successful hunter upon retum to camp would be visited by relatives and friends who
were entitied to gifts of meat (Basehart 1971:43). The unpredictability and constant
changes in the environment served to stimulate survival strategies such as economic
reciprocity. The role of hunting and gathering in the economy of the Apache required
a high degree of mobility and limited population concentration in any one area.
Encampments had to be spaced at sensible intervals in order to prevent depletion of
game and plant resources. These encampments were moved when the current location
providing food had become depleted (Cortes 1989:62).
In the mountainous regions, deer, wild sheep, and eUc were the primary meats,
whUe on the Plains the buffalo was the most important meat (Cortes 1989:48).
The animals in the Trans-Pecos region which were the most substantial source of meat
for the Mescalero were the deer and the antelope. Cortes observed that the men
hunted game in the mountains adjacent to the Pecos River and on the adjoining plains.
The Apache men then took the game back to the rancheria and tumed it over to the
women for food preparation and hide processing (Cortes 1989:58).
There were two types of deer available to the Mescalero including the blacktail
or bi (which was more highly prized) and the whitetail or senegai. The meat of the
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former was the most important contribution of the hunter to subsistence. The
Mescalero surrounded the hunt of the blacktail deer and whitetail deer with special
respect for the animal. The importance of the deer can be seen in post-slaughter
ritual. The head of the deer would be covered with bmsh or a blanket, because, the
Mescaleros thought misfortune could be expected if a crow should happen to pick out
die eyes of the deer (Basehart 1974:30). The deer carcass was tumed to the east
before butchering and the hunter avoided stepping on the carcass at all costs. If any
portions of the animal were not removed to the camp, they were placed together while
the hunter prayed over them. Children were wamed not to step on or jump over the
carcass as this would bring bad luck to the hunter in the future. It was believed that
the deer would be offended if these practices were not carried out. These mles
applied to both blacktail and whitetail deer. Most every part of the deer was used in
one way or another. A large portion of the meat was cooked when fresh, but a large
portion was also jerked for future consumption and easier transportation. The brain
could be consumed by those who were thought to have supematural powers. Hides
were valuable for clothing and trading with the preparation done by the women. The
bones were used as scrapers, awls, and other tools, the sinew as thread, and the
stomach as a water bag or boding bag (Basehart 1974:30-33; Cortes 1989:58).
Antelope (tcilahe) was also a significant contribution to the diet of the
Mescalero. Although the Mescalero used separate terms for the antelope and the deer,
they were regarded as members of the same family as they were "related through their
meat" (Basehart 1974:34). The special rituals for killing of deer were not required for
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antelope. Butchering was utilitarian and any portion of the meat could be used. Men
who used the antelope headdress while hunting were thought to have special power,
but were not required to perform any rituals over the antelope. The antelope
headdress might be used both in group and individual hunting, however, the mask was
only used by certain individuals as it required special power and ritual knowledge.
Some hunters were believed to have special "blessing words" which calmed the
animals and assured success in hunting (Basehart 1974:34-35; Opler 1941:324). A
man and his family might simply move out of the campground to antelope hunting
grounds. Hunting methods included the drive and when horses became available from
the Spanish, a relay system was practiced. Relay stations placed at strategic points
allowed for a change of horses so that the animals could be driven to the final point of
slaughter. The favored area for antelope hunting in the Trans-Pecos region was the
Guadalupe country, east and west from the mountains, as well as southward toward
the present day city of El Paso (Basehart 1974:34-37).
Bison (yanelizini) hunting involved a major adjustment for lengthy periods of
time to a plains environment, which was a sharp contrast to the mountain orientation
of the Mescalero Apache. However, Mescalero groups traveled to the Plains and at
times joined the Lipan bands to hunt bison. Some Mescalero exploited the bison more
frequentiy than others, but all Mescalero exploited this resource to some extent.
Considerable preparation was required for movement to the plains; groups from the
mountains congregated at a designated place on the Plains, where a single camp was
set up. After the camp was established, the men spent most of the time hunting.
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while the women were engaged in processing meats and hides and mnning the camp.
A constant watch for enemies had to be maintained, with older, more mature men
assigned to continual guard duty (Basehart 1974:38-44; Cortes 1989:58, 66).
Apache consultants have stated that for the mountain oriented groups, bison
was second to deer in subsistence importance (Opler 1970:1). Bison meat was highly
prized as were the hides (Newcomb 1961:112). The animals were associated with the
supematural and the belief that the "Great Hunter" had released the bison from the
"beginning". Verbal formulas, which some hunters had acquired, brought good luck
on the hunt. As with the antelope, practically every portion of the bison was used.
The hides could be used as dpi covers, blankets, leggings, moccasins, storage bags,
and tmnks. Bones were used as scrapers, homs for drinking cups, the stomach for
water containers or cooking pouches, sinew for thread, and dung was used for fuel
when firewood was scarce. The major hunting area was the "Staked Plains" between
the present day cities of Amarillo and Lubbock (Basehart 1974:38-44).
Peccary (javelina) were abundant in the Trans-Pecos region, but seldom hunted
because they were considered to have dangerous supematural powers and dieir meat
was not included in die Mescalero diet. The bear, wolf, and coyote were also
thought to possess supematural powers diat made them dangerous to man.
Consequentiy, they were never hunted for either meat or pelts. The Mescalero did not
consider small game desirable, but did use diem as a subsistence source when big
game was scarce. Birds were of minor importance and fish were not eaten by Apache
bands odier than die Jicarilla Apache (Basehart 1974:44-48; Opler 1941:331).
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The subsistence pattems were dependent upon both hunting and gathering.
However, the most reliable and consistent food sources came from gathering of which
the women were in charge. The women had an intimate knowledge of the landscape
and when and where particular plants could be found. Consequentiy, the women were
usually responsible for the travel pattems of the group and maintained much power
within the band. The women were also responsible for many of the day to day
activities that allowed the tribe to function as a unit. However, the men did play a
cmcial role in the subsistence and protection of the group.
Architectural stmctures employed by the Mescalero allowed for easy and quick
transportation or for abandonment. Two primary types were the circular bmsh
covered wickiup and the hide covered dpi (Newcomb 1961:116; Utiey 1983:22;
Cortes 1989:58). The tipi was used primarily in the wintertime and replaced by the
bmsh covered wickiup during summer months. Oftentimes, the wickiup would be
bumed upon abandonment. Bmsh covered ramadas were also used to work under
when the weather was pleasant. The tipi was transported by travois to the plains for
the annual bison hunt (Cortes 1989:58; Newcomb 1961:114). Cortes reported in his
joumal that the "Mescaleros and Lipanes have tents made of well-cured and very clean
skins" (Cortes 1989:58).

Kinship Pattems
Marriage in the Apache culture was matrilocal with the man marrying into the
family of the woman. Although Mescalero Apache women led taxing lives, the
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matrifocal society in which they lived provided them with much power. As their
mythological creator figure. White Painted Woman, promised they would always have
the support of their relatives. The matrilocal household not only provided work and
childcare support, but emotional support as well. Both sexes of the Mescalero
children were highly valued and well cared for by the women in the group (Basehart
1974:137). Apache, James Kaywaykla in speaking of his mother confirmed that "she,
like all Apache wives, spaced her children about four years apart, and as soon as a
baby could be separated from its mother it was tumed over to the care of its
grandmodier" (Ball 1970:8).
MatrilocaUty (living with the woman's family) served several valuable
purposes: (1) it served to keep the wife in her familiar gathering territory, (2) it
permitted her to continue to share camp and food gathering tasks with those whose
habits she knew well, and (3) it assured her good treatment by her husband since he
lived in the midst of her relatives (Basehart 1974:111). If the wife died, the husband
was considered still to "belong" to his in laws at which time they could invoke the
sororate (Opler 1941:420-422). By invoking the sororate, the husband was expected
to marry his sister-in-law (Newcomb 1961:121). Polygyny was allowed in Mescalero
society. Jose Cortes' joumal of 1799 states that in the "Apachean nations polygamy is
widespread, and each man has as many wives as he can maintain" (Cortes 1989:5556). If a woman had many children and a large work load, she might ask her
husband to take another wife which sometimes was her sister or at least a person
whom she chose. The more affluent men within the Apachean community were
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generally the ones who practiced polygyny. Polygyny was not commonly practiced by
the less affluent because the man usuaUy did not want the additional burden of feeding
more than one family (Opler 1941:416). Apachean polygyny is generally based on
"sororal polygyny" in which the man owes an obligation to the parents of his first
wife (Opler 1970:141). Should he want to marry a woman from another family, he
would be sharing his time and services. Consequentiy, the man was not free to marry
anyone he pleased - his first obligation was to his wife's family (Opler 1941:417).
The matrifocality of the group is also apparent in religion and mythology of
the Apache. The Apachean creation myth speaks of Changing Woman, which in
Mescalero mythology is referred to as White Painted Woman. White Painted Woman
is considered to be the earth mother, creator goddess of the Mescalero. She was
impregnated by Yusn (the sky father and life giver) and bore a son called Child of the
Waters (the culture hero). White Painted Woman was stmck four times by lightning
(Yusn) who acted as man to create Child of die Waters (BaU 1970:68-70, 104: Opler
1941:197). It is most likely that Yusn is a late addition to Mescalero mythology
influenced by European doctrine as provided by explorers and missionaries. Yusn is a
cormption of the Spanish word Dios. White Painted Woman has remained the central
mythological figure in Apachean religion. The ideological connection between earth
and White Painted Woman is found in many contexts. In political and religious
speeches the earth is called Earth Woman which in fact refers to White Painted
Woman (Opler 1941:194-195). The ceremony of central importance to Mescalero
society is the Girl's Puberty Ceremony or the Ceremony of the Maidens (Basehart
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1974:169; Ball 1970:42, 69-70). White Painted Woman is considered to be directly
responsible for this ceremony which has traditionally maintained community cohesion
in both pre-reservation and reservation eras. The Girl's Puberty Rite served the
function of binding the heterogeneous bands into a cohesive socio-political unit for a
short time, renewing the Apachean spirit in a stressful environment.

Ritual and Ceremony
Mescalero religious and ceremonial practices are essentially Apachean in
nature. It is thought, however, that Pueblo customs may have had an influence on
such rituals as the Mountain Spirit dance, color-directional symbolism, and the use of
pollen, stones, and shells in ceremonials (Ball 1970:40). According to Opler,
witchcraft beliefs of the Mescalero may also be traceable to the Pueblo. The
polytheistic religion of the Apaches can be evidenced in vision quests, protective
rituals, and curing rites. The shaman served as an important member of the
community being called on to induce protective ceremonies as well as curing rites.
Animistic practices (the belief in spirit powers) coupled with herbalism were also
central to Apachean religious practices. Cortes observed in 1799 that it is "common
for them (Apaches) to attribute to some Indian who is an austere and mystic orator the
gift for divining...allied to this practice is that of medicine and the application of
certain herbs...which they commonly employ in their healing" (Cortes 1989:54).
Shamans who were thought to be usmg supematural powers for evil were labeled as
witches in the Apache community. If a person was found guilty of witchcraft, he or
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she would be banished from the community (Ball 1970:16, 56). According to Cortes
if a patient of high regard died in the care of shaman, the shaman could be seized and
bumed to deadi (Cortes 1989:54; Opler 1940:252).
The environment was central to the Mescalero Apache world view and way of
life. The Mescalero based their world and everyday life on their sacred ecology.
Their migrational pattems, subsistence pattems, and ritual were all relational to the
ecology. The ecological system of the Trans-Pecos region was ingrained in the
Apachean belief system; people forming a group when they are there - Indeislun
nakah. The sacred ecology of the Mescalero Apache is based on a quatemary system
with four sacred mountains surrounding a central sacred mountain. Subsistence
pattems of the Mescalero foUowed this circular model with each band having a
favored mountain as the nuclear center for their exploitation of resources. The central
sacred mountain for the Mescalero Apaches of Texas was Guadalupe Peak to the north
of the Davis Mountains. Origin myth of the Mescalero identifies White Painted
Woman as Sierra Blanca, New Mexico which is considered the emergence place of the
group.

Territoriality
The Apaches traveled up and down the ecozones of the mountain ranges on a
seasonal basis, hunting and gathering. Apachean migration from north to soudi was
not a mass exodus but a breaking off of smaU groups, as subsistence dictated.
Pattems of migratory movement fell into two categories: (1) periodic large-scale
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migrations associated with seasonal subsistence opportunities and (2) small-scale
moves conditioned by hunting and gathering requirements (Basehart 1974:131). The
natural environment of the Trans-Pecos territory was of central importance to the
livelihood of the Apache.
Ethnographies have provided numerous place names and territorial references
relating to the domain of the Mescalero. By examining place names conceming
nuclear centers, campsites, and sacred sites it becomes clear that the Mescalero had an
intimate knowledge of the landscape that could only come through centuries of use.
The extensive hunting and gathering range of the Mescalero required a high
degree of mobility which set up an elaborate network of interpersonal relations.
During large scale subsistence movements, the Mescalero came in contact with
members of other bands spending months or even years in various parts of the
country. Relatively permanent nuclear centers provided a geographic base where
bands were continually arriving and departing, forming new relationships or renewing
old ones. Sacred places along with common ritual participation, such as the Girl's
Puberty Ceremony served to bring all groups within a reasonable distance together.
Extensive descriptions of the landscape provided by Mescalero consultants have
established evidence of extensive long-term land occupation and usage in New
Mexico, Texas, and Chihuahua.
Ethnographical as well as historical accounts provide locations of nuclear
centers used by the Mescalero Apache. As with all nuclear centers, there was a
constant flow of groups of varying size in and out of the center. A group generally
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stayed at the nuclear center anywhere from three months to a year. Other Apache
tribes were welcomed at these centers but the centers were considered Mescalero
territory. Scattered over the landscape between the nuclear centers were campsites of
a less permanent nature used primarily during hunting and gathering excursions or en
route to trade sites. The following sites were considered nuclear centers of the
Mescalero (Basehart 1974:82-89):
(1) Tagolide (Smoky town of tipis) was a widely known nuclear center in
the southem part of the Mescalero range. According to consultants the
term "smoky town" referred to the smoke from the fires of the large
number of people who camped there at any time of the year. The
present site of Villa Ahumada located in the Sierra Ahumadas in
northem Chihuahua is consistent with the description of the site as
given by consultants. In 1875, Agent W. E. Crothers reported 250
Mescalero living in the "Smoky Mountains."
(2) Ma?dzil (Camivore Mountain) was given by some consultants as a
nuclear center near the present day site of Van Hom. Eagle Springs, as
well as natural wells, would have provided water to support a nuclear
center. The southem Lipan group, the tuintsvnde, limited their
westward movements to the ma?dzil site.
(3) Sadebilgun?a (Pole Canyon) was an important nuclear center on the
westem edge of the Palo Duro Canyon. The Mescalero procured tipi
poles in the canyon. It was also a major center for hunting antelope,
deer, and bison. A dense population occurred in late summer and early
fall, but people were found there diroughout the year.
(4) Tsehitci (Rock Nose) or Guadalupe Peak was a sacred mountain as
well as a nuclear center in Mescalero country. The sacred role of the
mountain is demonsti-ated in the words of a consultant: "Older people
think a lot of the mountain as being a holy place...people go to that
mountain and raise dieir hands up to the mountain and pray for good
things". There were always groups of Mescalero present at Guadalupe
Peak with particular groups moving in and out throughout the year.
(5) Dzilkaisa (Mountain bare of trees) was a nuclear center in the broad
band of country near White Mountain. The Fort Stanton region
(zonito), an important northem nuclear center, is included in this
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region. Consultants commonly referred to Fort Stanton when referring
to this site. They contend that it was a "stomping ground" prior to
the constmction of the military post. Groups arriving at dzilkaisa
would find other groups in the process of settiing in or moving out to
the Staked Plains, the Guadalupes, the San Andres or Organs, or to
Mexico.
(6) Sebekin (no translation given) was a nuclear center for the Agua
Nueva band of Apaches whose primary ties were with the Chiricahua
Apache. They were considered to be a separate group from the
Mescalero but closely linked through intermarriage. Sebekin was
located near Corralitos, Mexico.
Ethnographical accounts also provide information which pinpoint favored
campsites for the Trans-Pecos Mescalero as they traveled for hunting and trading
purposes. The foUowing are but a small sampling of such sites:
(1) lipatu was a spring at the western edge of the Staked Plains used for
bison hunting.
(2) Ye?elsuiska (tree that bears yellow seed) was a Staked Plains landmark
where the Mescalero camped ovemight.
(3) Hagakagusa (big white spot) was on the Staked Plains used only for an
ovemight spot as it lacked water.
(4) Tsegadagustcine (cottonwoods make a circle in the distance) was a
temporary campsite near the present day Dell City, Texas.
(5) Tale?o?a (a standing cedar) was one of many campsites in the
Guadalupe range. The term referred to a spring beside a cedar tree on
the west side of the mountain.
(6) Tte?itye?tci (tree of a certain kind joins) was a campsite near the
present day Roswell, New Mexico. This was a temporary campsite for
the Mescalero on their way to the Plains to hunt bison.
(7) Ukadz?e?ka (bamboo or cane makes a white streak) was a campsite
on the Staked Plains with a spring at the top of a small mound.
(8) Jadnst?udebiga (home of the bat), located around Carlsbad Cavems,
New Mexico, was used as a campsite to hunt antelope.
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(9) Yyu ?tu (beaded water) referred to a spring in the mountains near Santa
Fe and to the town itself. The Mescalero traded meat for beads in the
Spanish era. Also a large camp was established in the Encino region
for hunting game. When surplus meat was available, the Mescalero
would go into Santa Fe and trade for desired goods.
(10) Tulbihole (gray spring) refers to an area north of die lava beds of die
Tularosa basin where Mescalero would camp for extended periods
while hunting game.
(11) Gostahanagunt?i (a hidden gulch) served as a short term campsite
near Sitting Bull Falls in the Guadalupe range.
Sacred sites also served to define the territory of the Mescalero Apache. The
Mescalero maintained more of a mountain orientation than their Lipan kinsmen.
Mountains sacred to the Mescalero include Sierra Blanca, Pecos Baldy, the Capitan
Mountains, the San Mateo Mountains, and Sierra Ahumada. Sites used for vision
quests were generally located in or near a sacred mountain (Basehart 1970:88).
Historical accounts, provided primarily by the military reiterate the long
standing occupation of the Apaches in Texas.
(1) Davis Mountains, Texas - One of the favorite centers of Mescalero
leaders, Gomez and Cigarito where the Whiting-Smith expedition
encountered them in 1849. In 1858 Steck reported that the center was
a favorite of Mescalero leader Marcus. An Apache rancheria was
recorded as raising and irrigating comfields using a ditch system from
Limpia Creek to their fields.
(2) Guadalupe Mountains, Texas - A military expedition encountered and
attacked a Mescalero camp on the eastem base of the Guadalupes in
1848. In 1869, 50 lodges located near the southwest comer of the
Guadalupes were attacked by the military.
(3) Horsehead Crossing, Texas - John S. Ford, en route to El Paso in
1848, discovered a Mescalero comfield a short distance up the Pecos
River at Horsehead Crossing near the present day McCamey.
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(4) San Elizario, Texas and El Paso, Texas - The Mescalero visited these
two cities and raided govemment herds in 1855 retuming to the
Guadalupes.
(5) The Rio Grande, Texas between San Elizario and Presidio del Norte The Agua Nueva Mescalero known in the Sacramentos were also
recorded in 1856 ranging on both sides of the Rio Grande between San
Elizario and Presidio del Norte.
(6) The Cariso Mountains, Texas - This mountain range between Sierra
Diablo on the north and Eagle Springs on the south was a favorite
campsite of the Mescalero. It appears that this could have been a
nuclear center for the Mescalero. In 1857, a Captain Walker noted
vast numbers of cattie bones around old encampments.
(7) Chihuahua, Mexico - When the Mescalero left Bosque Redondo in
1865 they centered their population in the Guadalupes and on the lower
Rio Grande. Military reports of 1868 show their location as south of
the of the Guadalupes and west of the Pecos River as well as in
Chihuahua.
(8) Delaware Mountains, Texas - Military campaigns of 1869 reported a
large rancheria abandoned in the lower Guadalupe Mountains, most
likely the Delaware Mountain Range.
(9) Dog Canyon, Texas - This canyon which lies in the Guadalupe
Mountains, for a period around 1859 was a center for the Aqua Nueva
Mescalero.
(Basehart 1974:104-111)
Through ethnographic information supplying place names, and historical
information providing locations, it becomes apparent the Mescalero had been long
time occupants of die Trans-Pecos region. The Mescalero Apaches, intimately
famiUar with die landscape of Trans-Pecos Texas, New Mexico, and Chihuahua,
embraced the land as a part of their traditional belief systems.
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Figure 5.2. Mescalero Territorial Centers
(from Paula Marshall-Gray 1996)
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Groups Peripheral to the Mescalero Apaches
The Chiricahua who lived to the west of the Mescalero were more closely
related culturally speaking. These two bands were usually at peace and could find a
safe haven in the camps of the other during times of trouble. The two bands also
intermarried (Cortes 1989:49-51).
The Lipan Apache lived to the east of Mescalero and exhibited a similar dialect
but their cultural traditions were considerably different. The Lipan had migrated
southward from the Great Plains and exhibited many characteristics of the Plains
Indians, the use of the horse in particular. The two groups had nominal contact until
United States military pressure forced the Lipan westward into Mescalero territory
(Cortes 1989:52; Opler 1969:105). The Comanches were Uto-Aztecan speakers who
lived to the east of Mescalero in Texas and Oklahoma, but often raided through the
Trans-Pecos area of Apacheria. Considered the most powerful group on the Plains,
they were generally considered enemies of the Apache (Basehart 1974:123; Cortes
1989:51, 52).
Entrance of the Spanish, Mexicans, and Americans into the Trans-Pecos saw
the end of one era and the beginning of a new one. The long standing cultural
lifeways of the Apache were to soon to come to an end.

Expulsion of die Apaches from die State of Texas
With the entrance of Americans into Texas came impoverishment, annihilation,
and total expulsion of the Apaches in Texas. By the 1884, irrevocable deterioration of
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Anglo-Apache relations resulted in collapse of Apache economy and the expulsion of
the Lipan and Mescalero from Texas. Militaristic justification, changes in Texas
sovereignty, and the results of Manifest Destiny combined to break down amicable
relations between the Apachean and Anglo cultures. The ideological popularity of
"Manifest Destiny" supported ethnocentric attitudes of frontier expansionists in their
insatiable quest for land and the expulsion of the natives. The Republic of Texas
planned on several occasions to designate a line beyond which the Apaches could live
in perpetuity ~ a plan which was never to see fmition. After Texas had gained its
independence, land speculators began to entice investors and settiers to come to Texas
to purchase parcels of land. In early 1838, land offices opened and began surveying
land. This was unfortunate in the fact that no land treaties were in place with the
Apaches (Opler 1970:65). Total expulsion or extermination was the policy that die
citizens of Texas insisted the United States govemment must pursue.
Mescalero suffering escalated when Victorio, leader of the Warm Springs
Apaches, sought refuge from the military with the Mescalero. In 1879, Victorio went
to Fort Stanton reservation but quickly left for Mexico, fearing arrest. On the
grounds that die Texas Mescalero were harboring Victorio, an intense campaign
toward both die Warm Springs band and the Texas Mescalero was mounted.
The Mescalero confined at Fort Stanton were assembled by Colonel Hatch under false
pretenses. He dien seized dieir arms and horses and imprisoned them in a corral
covered with manure several inches deep. A total of fourteen whoti-iedto resist were
shot down (Opler 1970:126). After the Victorio campaign, die Texas Mescalero were
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too weakened to continue to defend their homelands in the Trans-Pecos. By 1884, the
Texas Mescalero had either joined the Mescalero reservation in New Mexico, joined
the Kiowa-Apache band, moved to Mexico, or were totally annihilated. Littie
evidence of the occupation of Apaches on a permanent basis can be found at this point
in time in the state of Texas (Opler 1970:130).

Conclusion
The Apaches of Texas served as the catalyst for constmction of west Texas
forts such as Fort Davis. The Mescalero and Lipan bands, who traditionally occupied
Texas, resided in territories which conjoined at the Pecos River making them a
primary target of the military campaigns in west Texas. Before Anglo contact, the
Apaches had experienced a prosperous subsistence in the Trans-Pecos region hunting
game and gathering wild plants for a livelihood.
The Mescalero Apache maintained a mountain orientation in the Guadalupe and
Davis mountain ranges, while the Lipan migrated southeastward into the plains of
central Texas. Band membership, although flexible, usually was centered around
kinship relations. The Apache kinship orientation was matrifocal, with the husband
marrying into the family of the wife. Due to their knowledge of die plant resources,
women maintained much control over the migratory pattems of the Apachean band.
This cmcial subsistence knowledge provided an egalitarian social stmcture within the
Apachean culture. The women were not only responsible for gathering, but for food
preparation, clothing, shelter constmction, and rearing of the children as well. The
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men were constantiy engaged with hunting, raiding, and defense of the group.
Ethnographic as well as historic information indicate the Apaches have occupied the
area from time immemorial. It appears that the Apachean occupation of the area was
a continuation of the exploitation of die same resources of those of prehistoric groups.
Increased population density gave rise to more elaborate ceremonial and
religious practices. Apache religion was centered around die eardi mother, creator
goddess known as White Painted Woman. While vision quests were made on an
individual basis, protective rituals and curing rites, important to the daily exigency of
the group, were conducted by various shamans who specialized in a particular rite or
ritual. All aspects of Apache life from socio-economics to religion were based on the
ties and reverence that the Apache had with the land.
Spanish, Mexican, and American contact with the Apaches brought grave
changes to their culture. Apachean subsistence pattems were intermpted which
resulted in increased raiding and ultimately war with the intmders into their
homelands. Texas and later the United States employed strategies of annihilation and
expulsion to rid Texas of its Apache inhabitants in order to secure lands for westward
expansion. The Victorio campaigns accelerated the removal of the Mescalero Apache
from the Trans-Pecos area to the reservation at Fort Stanton, New Mexico. By 1884,
both the Lipan and Mescalero Apaches who had occupied westem Texas had been
removed to the Mescalero Reservation in New Mexico, had joined the Kiowa-Apache
bands in Oklahoma, or had moved to Mexico and assimilated with the Mexican
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culture. The Apachean bands indigenous to Texas, had finally been banished from its
borders to new lands and new lifeways.
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CHAPTER VI
THE HISPANIC CULTURE IMPACT ON FORT DAVIS: 1519-1846

The blending of the Spanish culture with the Pre-Columbian cultures of
Mexico resulted in a mestizo population that would ultimately contribute a unique set
of cultural features to the Trans-Pecos area of Texas. Prior to the Spanish conquest,
civilizations in Mexico and Mesoamerica such as the Olmecs. Mayans, Teotihuacanos.
Chichimecas. and Aztecs for centuries had maintained complex societies (Sharer 1994:
3-6). Each of these cultures made significant contributions in the areas of agriculture.
trade, architecture, art, astronomy, poUtics, and reUgion.
Agricultural development in Mexico can be dated back 7,000 to 9.(XX) B.P.
(before present). Archeological remains show that the com complex was central to
this society. Not only did it provide the staple diet of the Indian populations, it
provided the basis for socio-economic. poUtical, and rehgious deNclopment as weU.
The hunter-leaders of the society were joined by shaman-priests to insure a prosperous
Ufeway for dieir people (Sharer 1994:508-512: VigU 1984:24-48). Consequentiy. die
migratory movement of the hunter and gadierer was replaced by sedentary
agriculturaUsm aUowing more time for thinking and creating. W idi diis
agriculturaUsm came surplus foods which transformed a primitive societ> into a
peasant society. Primitive society characteristicaUy lacked cities, writing, pubUc
works, the state, and a central market. The peasants became rural cultivators who
suppUed crops to the dominant group of mlers (leaders-shamans). At this time, a
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system was employed for central redistribution of the surplus crops. The ensuing
development of a complex social order based on a division between mlers and foodproducing cultivators has been commonly referred to as the development of
civUization (Wolf 1964:58-61).
Assimilation of the Spanish culture with Native American cultures has shaped
the southwest as it exists to day. It is also the northern borderland of New Spain that
was to become the meeting place of two European cultures, one coming from the
south and the other coming from the north (Bannon 1964:59). Investigation of the
blending of the indigenous cultures of Mexico with the Spanish culture becomes
significant in the ethnohistorical analysis of the Trans-Pecos region. The examination
of the Hispanic cultural impact wUl be threefold: (1) the blending of the Spanish
culture with the indigenous cultures of Mexico, (2) die entry of the Spanish into the
Trans-Pecos region and their subsequent relationship with the Apaches and, (3) the
Hispanic culture impact in terms of culttire, language, religion, and architecttire.

Pre-Columbian and Spanish Syncretization
When Toltecan mle ended in A.D. 1156, die Aztec culttire came into power.
The Aztecs were to become die pinnacle of indigenous civilizations in Mexico.
According to Aztec origin mydi, die Aztec warrior-god-leader Mexitii followed
explicit instiaictions from heaven to find a spot suitable for his people. This Aztec
center was to be built on a site where an eagle widi a serpent in its moudi was found
sitting on a lone cacttis in die middle of a large lake. Tenochtitian was founded as die
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center of die Aztec population.

Europeans knew die site by its odier name, Mexico

City, in honor of the war god Mexitii (VigU 1984:21). Spaniard, Heman Cortez
conquered die Aztecs in 1530 widi die help of neighboring Indians who were enemies
of die Aztecs. FoUowing die downfall of Tenochtitian die blending of Spanish and
Indian culttires provided die basis for die Mexican culttire which has come to exhibit
its own unique set of traditions and beliefs.

New Spain Demographics
The population of New Spain, in the sixteendi centtiry, was concentrated in die
centt-al plateau around Mexico City The first two decades of colonization were
dedicated to economic and agricultural expansion through the exploitation of native
labor. It was, however, the mining industry, that served as the main catalyst for
intense colonization. The discovery of extensive silver veins channeled millions of
dollars into the Spanish treasury, allowing Charles V and PhUip II to wield immense
power in Europe. By the end of the sixteenth century, the centtal plateau of Mexico
had been strategically colonized. To the north of this mining district, miners,
cattiemen, soldiers, and missionaries expanded the effective line of colonization to the
Rio Grande vaUey (Bannon 1964:38).
The seventeenth and eighteenth centuries saw renewed colonization and
missionization efforts in the northem sector of the province of New Spain. During
the eighteenth century these northern borderlands became a critical defensive line
against the intmsions of France, Britain, and ultimately the United States. Renewed
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colonization efforts transported both soldier and missionary into the area. During this
era the presidio and the mission quickly became frontier institutions (Bannon
1964:48).
Although the effective line of colonization in the Trans-Pecos region ended at
the Rio Grande Valley, the effective line of acculturation permeated the interior
regions of this northern borderland into what is presentiy Texas and New Mexico.
The area occupied by New Spain in the sixteenth, seventeenth, and eighteenth century
is still Hispanic in spirit today. Along with exploration, colonization, and
missionization came rich Spanish traditions which have become ingrained in Texas and
New Mexico lifeways. Through examination of the expansion of New Spain into
these northem hinterlands, it becomes clear that the Hispanic population has left an
indelible impression on the cultural landscape.
Early Exploration
Sixteenth century Spanish expansion was primarily economic and religious in
tone. By way of Nueva Viscaya (Chihuahua), West Texas became die footpath for
Spanish explorers such as Francisco Coronado in 1540, Fadier Augustin Rodriquez in
1581, Antonio de Espejo in 1582, Castano de Sosa in 1590, and Juan de Onate in
1598 (Bannon 1964:101; Hickerson 1994:9, 23, 34, 46, 51, 65). In 1533, Cabeza de
Vaca was the first of die Spanish explorers to enter die Trans-Pecos area of Texas.
After being shipwrecked off the coast of Texas, near Galveston Island, Cabeza de
Vaca moved southward along the coast and headquartered at die Bay of Espiritu
Santos (Matagorda Bay). De Vaca's exploits led him dirough die hill country of
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Figure 6.1. Early Spanish Exploration
(from Hickerson 1994:9, 23, 34, 46, 51).
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Texas across the Pecos River to La Junta and up the Rio Grande to present day El
Paso (Sonnichsen 1968:2). De Vaca's reports describe the sedentary as well as the
nomadic tribes residing in the area. During this excursion, de Vaca traveled across
the Concho River to the Pecos River following a trading trail used in prehistoric times
by the indigenous population. This trail in later years was to become a segment of the
Chihuahua Trail which linked Texas with the Mexican State of Chihuahua. The
Cabeza de Vaca party ventured into the Davis, Guadalupe, and Sacramento mountain
ranges, where de Vaca described a "mountain people," who were of the Apache
culttire (Hickerson 1994:11-15).
A predominant pioneer into what was to become the northem borderlands of
New Spain was Don Francisco Vasquez de Coronado. Between 1540 and 1542,
Coronado and his party traveled north to look for the Seven Cities of Cibola
(Sonnichsen 1968:2). The most significant contribution made by Coronado on diis
journey was his mapping of the interior of North America. Coronado was the first to
map the La Senora River, also known as the Rio Bravo del Norte or the Rio Grande.
Native tales of the great buffalo plains to die east, piloted him to die Llano Estacado
Escarpment and die Palo Duro Canyon (Bannon 1964:100). Theseti-avelslead him to
die Upper Pecos, die Upper Colorado, tiie Brazos, die Red, die Canadian, and die
Arkansas Rivers (Hickerson 1994:23). While ttaveling along die Pecos and Canadian
Rivers, Coronado described bands of nomadic hunting peoples, he labeled die
Querechos. The substantiation of diis group as Plains Apaches has been reiterated
throughout repeated historical accounts (Hickerson 1994:23).
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The Rodriquez expedition, in 1581, and the Espejo expedition, in 1582,
crossed into Texas at La Junta, then followed the Rio Grande northward to present
day El Paso. Again, in the Guadalupe-Sacramento Mountain ranges, Espejo describes
a band of natives living in the area which were most likely Apache (Hickerson
1994:39). In 1583, die Espejo expedition traveled down the Pecos River (Rio de las
Vasa or Rio Salado) where their guides took diem to a rancheria on Toyah Creek.
There is much speculation as to whether this rancheria belonged to the Jumanos or the
Apaches. The Spaniards continued up Toyah Creek across San Solomon Springs and
through Limpia and Keesey canyons in the Davis Mountains. They continued down
Walker and Capote creeks to present day Candelaria on the Rio Grande. (Hutcheson
1970:21; KeUey 1937:11-18; KeUey 1986:15).
In 1590, Castano de Sosa entered the Trans-Pecos area from Coahuila, initially
traveling up the Rio Grande, and then branching northeastward to the Pecos River.
De Sosa traveled the full extent of the Pecos River in an attempt to find the Pecos
Pueblos. On the joumey northward, near the Texas-New Mexico border, de Sosa's
party found corral types commonly used by die Apache reiterating the presence of the
Apaches in die Guadalupe Mountains (Hickerson 1994:48).
In 1598, Juan de Onate entered Texas dirough Nueva Viscaya (Chihuahua) at
El Paso del Norte. His main contact widi die Apachean groups was near die Canadian
River where they were observed following cattie (bison) for subsistence purposes and
for ti-ading widi die Pueblo Indians (Hickerson 1994:52; Sonnichsen 1968:13).
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Consequently, it was through these first expeditions that the Spaniards began to
encounter the indigenous populations, both sedentary and nomadic. These initial
explorations laid the path for expansionism during die sixteenth, seventeenth, and
eighteendi centuries. It was during diis first contact period that culttiral assimilation
between the indigenous peoples of die Chihuahuan desert and die Spanish began to
occur.

Expansionism During the 16(X)s
Colonization of the Central Plateau of New Spain is cmcial in the development
of Nueva Viscaya and ultimately die Trans-Pecos area. This central plateau Ues
between the two major mountain chains, the Sierra Madre Oriental and the Sierra
Madre Occidental. The key determinant for expansion into the area was the mining of
silver. The first great silver msh at Zacatecas led to a series of mshes in the Rocky
Mountains, Califomia, British Columbia, and Alaska. The spread of mining from
Zacatecas to Durango dictated the need for a new jurisdiction to manage this northem
frontier. It was at this time that the Audiencia of Nueva Viscaya, which was to later
become ChUiuahua, was created (Bannon 1964:80).
Francisco de Ibarra, the first captain-general of Nueva Viscaya, pushed mining
expeditions northward to Durango. At die end of die sixteenth century, Pueblo lands
along the Rio Grande were reexplored and by 1598 Don Juan de Onate had colonized
New Mexico. Mining fostered the growth of govemment, trade, agriculture, cattie
ranching, religious institutions, and other Spanish traditions (Bannon 1964:81).
Soldier/missionary teams followed pioneers into these hinterlands with two goals in
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mind: to protect the settiers and to missionize the natives. At the end of the sixteenth
century, visions of colonization tumed eastward to the "Great Kingdom of Texas."
During the 1670s, the Spaniards pushed the frontier northeastward across the Rio
Grande Valley and missionary activity between El Paso and La Junta was established.
The settled natives residing along die Rio Grande became the target group of
missionaries as well as entrepreneurs (Bannon 1964:119).
Missionization During the 1600s
Missionaries accompanied the pioneers in dieir northward excursion into the
borderlands of New Spain. The goal of the missionary was to convert the infidels to
the Christian faith and school them in the principles of "civihzed life." The
Franciscans and the Jesuits were the primary orders employed in missionization efforts
on the borderlands. In 1659, on the south side of the Rio Grande at El Paso, the
mission of Nuestra Senora de Guadalupe, was begun by Father Garcia de San
Francisco y Zuniga and Father Francisco de Salazar. The Pueblo Revolt of 1680 at
Santa Fe was responsible for a major Spanish retreat into El Paso. During the 1680s
six valley missions sprang up: Guadalupe, San Francisco de los Sumas, Senecu,
Socorro, Isleta, San Pedro de Alcantara, and San Jose. Govemor Antonio de Otermin
at this time estabUshed a permanent colony at "die pass" and by 1683 Don Jiroza
Peti-iz de Cmzate estabhshed a presidio garrisoned widi fifty men (Fewkes 1902:58;
Worcestor 1944:225). In 1683 and 1684 missionary activity was expanded southward
from El Paso to La Junta. By 1684, seven churches had been built for the nine tribes
who were residing on both sides of the Rio Grande (Bannon 1964:115).
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The Puebloan Revolt had far-reaching implications in the Trans-Pecos region.
After the revoU, the Pueblos traded the sizeable herds of horses, which the Spanish
had abandoned, to die other tiibes - in particular die Apaches (Haines 1938:431). At
diis point in history die Apaches became expert horsemen. Through diis newly
acquired mobility, die Apaches brandishedtt-emendouspower in the Trans-Pecos area.
In response to Apache encroachment on Jumano setdements, die Jumanos solicited die
Spanish at El Paso to send missionaries to their pueblos. Juan Sabeata, leader of the
Jumanos, appeared before Govemor Cmzate in 1684 asserting diat 30 ttibes from die
extended nations of the Jumanos, the Kingdom of Texas, and die Kingdom of Quivira
would welcome missionaries and settiers (Bannon 1964:117).
Efforts on the part of Father Lopez and Juan Dominguez de Mendoza to
colonize the Jumanos resulted in an expedition in 1684 to the Jumano group living on
the banks of the Nueces (Concho River). The Lopez-Mendoza route went through
Paisano Pass near present day Alpine and then northeast to Comanche Springs near
modem day Fort Stockton. The expedition proceeded on to the area of the San Saba
and Concho Rivers where they established the San Clemente Mission. However,
within six weeks die Apaches had driven diem out of die area (Bannon 1964:118;
Kelley 1955:985). The request of Lopez and Mendoza for ftirther colonization in
Texas was denied due to Spanish attention to the Pueblo RevoU in New Mexico and
the Suma rebellion near La Junta (Hickerson 1994:145). In 1692, Don Diego de
Vargas reconquered New Mexico, but the Trans-Pecos area had become less attractive
to the due to the French threat on the coast of Texas. Spanish interest then became
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focused on eastem Texas which prevented the Trans-Pecos region from becoming
developed (Casey 1933:10). During the Spanish abandonment of Texas between 1693
and 1716, the Jumanos remained in their traditional territories but created new
political alliances widi die Apaches. During diis period of cultural assimilation, the
Jumanos became known as the Apaches-Jumanes and after 1732 were considered to be
fully assimilated with the Apaches (Kelley 1986:42).
Spanish setdements in the core of the Trans-Pecos region were sparse at best.
The mgged terrain coupled with a limited supply of water resources did not provide
the necessary impetus for fervent colonization. The presence of the Mescalero Apache
within the region served as a further impediment to settiement. Consequentiy, the
Trans-Pecos became the "despoblado" between the Spanish colonies of the Rio Grande
and the colonies of East Texas. This is significant in the fact that, during this era,
the Trans-Pecos served as a buffer zone for the Spanish against other European
intmders.

Peace Establishments of the 1700s
Sedentary groups living along the Rio Grande valley were easily subdued by
the Spanish missionaries and soldiers. It was the Apaches who were to become the
major nemesis of the Spanish. After unsuccessful attempts to suppress these bands,
the Spanish govemment rethought its position toward the Apaches.
Trans-Pecos expeditions in the early eighteenth century by Don Juan Antonio
de Trasvina Retis in 1715, Captain Jose de Berroteran in 1728, Govemor Bias de la
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Garza Facon in 1735, Joseph de Ydoiaga in 1747, and Don Pedro de Rabago y Teran
and Don Fermin de Vidaurre in 1747 indicated that the Apaches were becoming more
aggressive in the setdements in the northem provinces as well as along the Rio Grande
(Hutcheson 1970:33). The Rubin de Celis expedition to La Junta, in 1751,
established the urgency of building a presidio at La Junta. In 1759, de Celis retumed
and established a presidio and a mission near present day Ojinaga, Mexico (Hutcheson
1970:36). This presidio was part of the effort of the Spanish to contt-ol the Apaches
along the Rio Grande. Reconnaissance of the northem hinterlands by the Marques de
Rubi in 1766 and 1767, followed by Jose Cortes in 1799, supported programs for the
Apaches to setde peacefuUy at designated presidios close to their homelands (Cortes
1989:6-7). The Spaniards developed an extensive pacification plan for the northem
frontier which culminated in the Galvez reforms of 1786. By 1789, these reforms had
created the establecimientos de paz or peace establishments (Griffen 1988:3). The
purpose of these establishments was twofold: (1) they served to keep the Apaches in
check and (2) they served to make die Apaches the buffer group between die Spanish
frontier and its French, British, and American intiiiders. Widi die enti-ance of die
Spanish into Apache territory came two important catalysts for change: the gun and
die horse (Utiey 1984:13-15). These two items lent sudden impettis to die raiding
complex in Apachean society. The horse provided a higher degree of mobility and the
gun more effective weaponry. In order to create a safer environment for colonists in
the northem provinces of New Spain, the Spanish initiated the use of the
establecimiento de paz which was the prototype for the United States reservation
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system of the nineteenth century. The establecimiento de paz was a system employed
by Spain in an attempt settle die Apaches by making them dependent upon the Spanish
for food, clothing, munitions, and liquor.
By the mid-1790s, Spanish administrators felt the peace establishments had
served their purpose as there appeared to be a high number of Apaches living at these
reserves. Some of the reserves were placed on a self-sustaining basis by promoting
enterprises such as farming and selling of traditional crafts. However, these were
very restricted attempts. By 1794, the administrative cost of having so many Apaches
reliant on the Spanish govemment was no longer feasible. The Commandant General
felt the Apaches would continue to maintain peace and sent some groups back to the
hinterlands. The peace establishment system remained in contact in Chihuahua until
1831 when the Mexican govemment cancelled rations for the Apaches (Griffen
1988:11).
During this period an increasing number of Apaches were bom and reared at
these establishments. Although a comprehensive census was never taken, it has been
conjectured that between one-third and one-half of the Mescalero and Chiricahua
bands were affected by this peace system (Griffen 1988:11). Two censuses from the
1820s indicate that the peace establishments were effective tools in keeping peace on
the northem frontier. It was only when the Mexican govemment cut rations that the
Apaches pattems of raiding once again intensified.
In Table 6.1, figures from Griffen (1988) show the population increase at these
peace establishments over a four-year period.
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Table 6.1: Apache Populations at Peace Establishments m 1821 and 1825

Peace Establishment
Janos
San Buenaventura
Namiquipa
Carrizal
San EHzario
El Norte
El Principe
Totals

1821

1825

442
210

410
149
15
280
1,202
57
12
2,125

—

347
350
31
43
1.423

The increase in these figures indicates that had the peace establishment system
continued, the Apache population would have become more settled and at some point
in time would have most likely assimilated into the Spanish culture as did the
Puebloans.

Assimilation of the Spanish Culture in the Trans-Pecos Region
The blending of the Spanish and mdigenous cultures of New Spain has
provided a multitude of rich ti-aditions which are inherent in the settiement of die
Trans-Pecos area of Texas. Three basic culttiral pattems have emerged from diis
blending: (1) a culttire taken directiy from Spain, witii some New Worid alterations;
(2) a culture primarily native to die New World; and (3) a culttire derived from die
merging of Old and New World ti-aits (Vigil 1984:22). Syncretism of diese two
cultures is apparent in many aspects including religion, customs, language, and
occupation.
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The Caste System in New Spain
Spanish colonial authorities defined social classes within the population based
on ethnicity, place of birth, and occupation. Spaniards bom in Spain, known as
gachupines (those who wear spurs) were at die top of the social order. They held
higher positions such as religious, political, and economic appointments.
The gachupines were responsible for curbing overexploitation of Indians by
crioUos (Spaniards bom in the new world) and maintaining control of the colony for
Spain (Vigil 1984:67-68). The crioUo adopted the attitudes of the gachupines but
were artisans, mineowners, parish priests, merchants, landowners, and military
employees.
Third in this hierarchical system was the mestizo population which was defined
as "racially" mixed in various combinations of Spanish, Indian, and African descent.
They were generally mineworkers, vaqueros (cowboys), hacienda peons, and smallstore owners.
At the bottom of this colonial caste system were the Indians and the Afticans
(VigU 1984:67-69; McAUster 1984:10-124). Under colonial law die Indians were
given a high legal stattis but social practice placed diem lower dian all odier classes
except the Africans who had no legal rights and remained slaves throughout the
Spanish colonial era. The mestizos, Indians, and Africans worked on agrarian or
livestock haciendas, in mines, on small communal Indian farms, or in craft towns.
These three groups provided labor for the gachupines and crioUos (Vigil 1984:67-69).
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The Hacienda System and Debt Peonage
During the early colonial period, the Spaniards began to exploit the mestizos
and Indians using them as cheap minority labor in the mines, on ranches, or on farms.
The European notion of landholding was cmcial in shaping the colonial social
stmcture in New Spain. The Spanish encomienda system, based on slave labor, was
to give rise to the hacienda system and debt peonage which became the way of life for
the mestizos and Indians (McAUster 1984:182-184). The practice of advancing money
or credit for future work established the landowner-laborer network throughout the
colony. The mestizos and Indians worked for a given period to pay off a debt and in
this way the landowners became their overseers and creditors. Often, the mestizos or
Indians would extend a work period for more money. Consequentiy, an endless cycle
of borrowing kept them indebted to the landowner. If the head of the household died
before a debt was repaid, the sons would inherit the debt and were held to the soil by
debt peonage (Vigil 1984:62-63). This system of debt peonage was to become a way
of life for the peasants in the Colonial era of New Spain as well as in modem Mexico.
This system was also employed in Texas which for some time was known as a
"hacienda state" (Meinig 1988:82-83).
However, the socio-economical constraints of the Spanish were not always
effective in maintaining native subjugation. Any area that rebelled against this
hierarchical caste system would be subjugated to military force and punishment.
However, ideas of the Enlightenment period were transported to New Spain by
Spanish Americans who traveled and studied in Europe. At this point in time, ideas
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of Mexican independence from Spain began to surface. The crioUos, mestizos, and
Indians, who long resented the Spaniard's presence, initiated a widespread conflict that
brought many issues into the open and set the stage for a full blown revolution.

Religious Syncretism
Religion is one of the best examples of Spanish and Indian cultural merging.
Under the veU of Christian rites the Indians were able to retain their old religious
concepts based on nature and its forces. The Church, however, did sanction mixing
of the two reUgions in many aspects. Only one god was placed before them, but
numerous saints found easy acceptance by a people already accustomed to a pantheon
of gods (VigU 1984:70-72).
Baptism, rituals, ceremonies, prayers, fasting, confessions, heaven, hell, and
purgatory were not new concepts to the Indians and were thus easily adopted (Madsen,
1964:370). The symbolic sacrifice of the Catholic communion, with bread and wine
representing the blood and body of Christ was reminiscent of Indian rituals. When
possible, the Catholic missionaries incorporated Indian practices into Catholic doctrine
which allowed for easier conversion of the Indians. Pre-Columbian Indian towns
honored their patron deity with a processional. Consequentiy, it was simple for the
clerics to replace these processionals for patron deities with processionals for Christian
saints (Vigil 1984:72). Thus, the blended Indian-Spanish ceremonies began to evolve
into the foUc Catholicism that has been and still is predominant in the Trans-Pecos area
today.
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Some saints had universal appeal to the Hispanic population and were enlisted
for help in many situations. Other saints were thought to have specialized powers and
were used for a particular task. One of the most obvious is the Virgin Mary. Of
central importance to the Hispanic community is the Virgin of Guadalupe. The Virgin
of Guadalupe, known as "Our Lady of the Americas," is representative of religious
syncretism of the Aztec goddess Tonantzin (our mother) and the Spanish Virgin Mary
(Rodriquez 1994:16; VigU 1984:72). The influx of Hispanics from die state of
Chihuahua into the Trans-Pecos region was accompanied by special esteem for this
particular saint. The Virgin of San Juan has also become an important saint in
Hispanic Texas communities. With a church in San Juan, Texas, the Virgin of San
Juan has come to have a large Texas following (Rivera 1995:3). Saint Christopher,
the patron saint of travelers, became revered by the migratory laborers, such as
hacienda workers, constmction workers, and later on railroad workers. Pilgrimages to
a variety of shrines serve as a simple act of devotion or as an obUgation to fulfill a
promise (White 1991:viii).
The Catholic religion has historically been centtal to life in the Fort Davis
area. The southwest was heavUy influenced by Catholicism just as the northeast was
influenced by Protestantism. This immense influence can be seen in the shrines,
grottos, churches, cemeteries, and literature of the region. In 1872, the first priest.
Father Claude JaUlet, arrived in Fort Davis and was warmly received by the already
thriving Catholic community. He was foUowed by a series of "saddle bag" priests
who rode from town to town to conduct mass. FinaUy, Father Brocadus Eeken, who
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served the community for the next thirty-seven years, established Saint Joseph's
Catholic Church in 1878 (Jacobson and Nored 1993). As well as ttaveling to thirty
missions between the Rio Grande and the Pecos River, Father Eeken also ran a school
for the Mexican children in the community. Saint Joseph's has continued for over a
century to be centtal to the lifeway of the Catholic families in Fort Davis not only in
their religious life but social life as well.
The Catholic Religion in the Hispanic community is rich in symbolism and
encompasses several interesting aspects which go beyond the scope of "canonized"
religion into "folk religion" and into the field of "ethnomedicine." Ethnomedicine
(medicine particular to a certain ethnic group) was of cmcial importance in the
development of the Trans-Pecos area.
In Spanish, the verb curar, means to cure. A practitioner of curanderismo is
called a curandera or a curandero, the former if a woman, the latter if a man.
Female curers in the Mexican culture were as prevalent as male curers (Torres
1994:8; Smithers 1976:66-82). A curandera or curandero, like a physician may be a
"general practitioner" or have a field of specialty. Those fields of specialty include
materias or espiritas or mediums between this world and die beyond; parteras, or
midwives; senoras, or forttme tellers; and yerberas, or herbalists. The yerberas
employ herbal cures known in Mexico as "green medicine." A curandera or
curandero incorporates one or all of these subfields in foUc medicine. Healing
practices in the Mexican community have ttaditionally employed a holistic approach in
which the spirit as well as the body have to be cured. The curandera or curandero is
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a member of the patient's community, therefore, speaks Spanish and understands the
social and psychological belief system in which the illness of the patient has
developed. The element of belief plays an critical role in the cure ~ the expectation
of a cure is cmcial in the success of foUc medicine (Marshall-Gray 1995a:7-9).
According to W.D. Smithers, an early chronicler and photographer in the
Trans-Pecos region, in most cases the women curanderas were superior ~ they acted
as both doctor and nurse. They did not charge fees for their services and fed and
housed the patient for the duration of the cure. The knowledge of these curing skills
were passed down from generation to generation. The healer not only made the
medicines but diagnosed the illness as well. It has been concluded that curanderismo
has been influenced by six separate elements:
Judeo-Christian religious symbols and rituals,
Early Arabic medicine and health practices.
Medieval and later European witchcraft.
Native American herbal lore.
Modem Westem beliefs about psychic phenomena.
Modem medicine. (Torres 1994:12)
Of these six elements. Native American herbal lore and Judeo-Christian religious
symbols and rituals appear to be the most influential in the development and practice
of curanderismo in die Trans-Pecos region of Texas. With so few "westem" doctors
in the area, curanderas not only tteated die Mexican population, but the Anglo
population as well. Smidiers also wrote:
that in later border conflicts the officers and enlisted men of die
Medical Corps took an interest in and studied the natives,
especially the curanderos. The semi-primitive methods of these
people used naturally were of interest to army doctors, they
knowing the history of medicine. (Smithers 1976:23)
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At the time of the Spanish conquest, the Aztec civilization was remarkably
sophisticated with a ongoing botanical research for medical purposes. Montezuma's
gardens were described by Cervantes de Salazar in his 1554 book entitied
"Dialogues." He told of two thousand species of ttees, shmbs, and herbs for healing
(Torres 1994:13). Judeo-Christian rehgious symbols and rituals (such as petitioning a
saint for intercession) manifested themselves in the form of "folk Catholicism" which
has become a cmcial component of curanderismo. This folk religion is an example of
syncretic religion as can be seen in the mixture of Spanish, Aztec, and even JudeoChristian customs. These customs fumished an intricate system of symbols which
have provided a rich heritage to the community and served to bind it together.

Linguistic Syncretism
Language is another example of the cultural contributions of the Hispanic
population. The Spanish language in the New World underwent syncretic change
because certain Indian words represented features of Indian reality that were totally
foreign to the Spaniards. This language borrowing created a unique language of
Spanish and native pattems - especially borrowing some 5,000 words from the
Nahuati language (VigU 1984:72). Words such as metate (from Nahuati metati,
'quem'), Apache (from Nahuati mapati, 'raccoon'), and tepescuingle (from Nahuati
escuintilik Tittie dog', in Mexican Spanish, 'littie boy') are prime examples of this
cultural blending of language. These Spanish-Nahuati pattems then went through yet
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anodier blending with the English language to produce the lingo found in the TransPecos region today (VigU 1984:72-73).
The ethnolinguistic contribution of the Spanish is apparent in occupational
jargon in words such as lariat, chaps, rodeo, corral, and vaquero. The men stationed
at Fort Davis used Spanish terms or sometimes cormptions of Spanish terms as a part
of their occupational jargon as are apparent in terms such as aparejo (packsaddle),
ranche (establishment providing hostelry service), and medicos (army doctors)
(Pinkham et al. 1995:1). Spanish descendants who migrated from Chihuahua into
Fort Davis were employed as civilian labor by the military which contributed to this
simple word mixing. It is no coincidence that the initial settiement that sprang up
beside Fort Davis was named Chihuahua. Consequentiy, the language spoken in the
Trans-Pecos region was not purely Spanish but proceeded from a Spanish-Nahuati
blend to a Spanish-Nahauti-English blend. Words such as adobe, camival, chaparral,
arroyo, coyote, mesa, rancho, rodeo, tornado and yucca have become integral parts of
the Spanish and English languages. Of course, the "Alamo" centtal to Texas history,
is the Spanish word for cottonwood ttee.
The Spanish language was cmcial in mapping the Trans-Pecos area as is
apparent in the 1878 map of the area drawn by Ordnance Sergeant Robert F. Joyce
who served at Fort Concho. The map of the westem portion of the District of the
Pecos and northeast portion of New Mexico defined the ecology of the region in the
Grierson and Victorio era. The place names of the mountains, canyons, and water
sources drew heavily on the Spanish language as can be seen here:
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El Capitan
Diablo Mountains
Agua Fria Mountains
Cuesto Del Burro

The Capitan
The DevU's Mountains
Cold Water Mountains
Climb of the Burro

Places were often named for Saints, indicatmg the close connection the culture
felt between their religion and the land. A favored or patton saint would be honored
at the particular site as seen in place names such as San Antonio, Sacramento
Mountains, and the Guadalupe Mountains. Other names were descriptive of the
landscape as seen in El Paso, Cibolo Creek, and Candelaria Rim. Consequentiy, the
adaptation of the Hispanic culture to the Trans-Pecos environment can be seen in place
names.

Architectural Syncretism
The resources avaUable to a culture within their geographical area is cmcial to
how well they adapt and survive in their setting. Food and water were of critical
importance, however, shelter from the elements was also cmcial. Early chronicles
show adaptations of the wickiup from the Native Americans being used by the Spanish
mestizo population. Building materials frequentiy used included the sotol plant, the
mesquite ttee, and the candelaria plant, each of which could be used as the sole
building material or could be used to enhance boulders, shelters, or dugouts.
However, the most substantial architectural contribution that the Spanish culture
brought into the area was the adobe constmction technique.
The Spanish and Native blending of building materials has become apparent in
this architectural form. The Spanish inttoduced the Egyptian-Moorish techniques of
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eardien brick making into the southwest (Vigil 1984:73). However, the use of earth
in the form of adobe was already well established by prehistoric indigenous cultures.
This blending of Spanish-Egyptian styles with Native styles can be considered "foUc
architecture."
Fort Davis is an outstanding example of foUc architecture using the adobe
constmction method. The adobe method provided walls of stmctures which ranged
from 18 to 30 inches in thickness. Some of the stmctures were clad in stone, some
plastered, and some left in their raw state. The years 1867 to 1869 saw a burst of
building activity at the fort under the direction of Lieutenant Colonel Wesley Merritt.
A new fort was constmcted using adobe as the basic building component (Greene
1986:11-114; Utiey 1965:20-21). In Fort Davis archives conceming "Persons and
Articles Hired" from 1867 to 1869, there appears a substantial increase in the use of
Mexican personnel expert in the craft of adobe making and constmction. Captain S.
W. Rucker recorded sumames and occupations in "Articles and Persons Hired" in
1869 which showed that sixty-seven percent of the civilians hired were of Mexican
heritage. Their occupational descriptions included adobe makers, constmction
workers, sawyers, pinery workers, and freight ttansporters. In April of 1869, new
constmction at Fort Davis was severely curtailed, however, a portion of these
Mexican craftsmen remained in the area as building conttactors (Rucker 1867).
Adobe architecture was the dominant building material in Fort Davis from the
1870s to the early 1900s. Fort Davis Collections Manager, Elaine Harmon, surveyed
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tiie adobe architecture in Fort Davis. A small sampling of adobe stmctures is as
follows (Table 6.2).
Table 6.2: Sampling of Adobe Architecture in Fort Davis, Texas

Period

Stmctures

1870s

Archie Smidi House, ca.. 1870
Union Trading Company, 1875

1880s

Limpia Hotel, 1883
Nick Mersfelder House, 1883
Grierson House, 1883
Carrie Miller House, 1884
Mediodist Church, 1884
The Ice House, 1884
Bencomo House, 1885

1890s

The Livery Stable, 1893
Catiiolic Church, 1894
Stewart House, 1896
Webster House, 1890

1900s

R.S. Sproul House, 1900

These stmctures vary from ttaditional pueblo styles to folk buildings to elaborate
Victorian architecture. This blending of Spanish, Native, and European building
elements has survived well into contemporary times.
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Subsistence Sttategies
The Mexicans who initially arrived in the Trans-Pecos area worked on ranches.
With a shift in the power structure of ranches from Mexican to Texan, during the last
half of the 19th century, the peons continued their employment under the "hacienda
system" in Texas. The next major influx of Mexican population came with the
building of the railroads from the east coast to Califomia. Manifest Destiny coupled
with the Califomia Gold Rush of 1848, made railroad constmction of primary
importance in the United States. The Califomia gold msh brought some 3,000
Americans over the ttails of the Trans-Pecos and northem Chihuahua in 1849 alone.
By 1883 the Southem Pacific and the Galveston, Harrisburg, and San Antonio
Railroads had been completed using Mexican and Chinese section workers. Mexican
American famUies began to heavily settie the area at this point in time building
permanent adobe stmctures. According to the census reports taken by Wigfalls Van
Sickle in Alpine, Texas, in 1890 there were 170 Anglo Americans and 625 Mexican
Americans living in the city.
In the 1870 Census report of Presidio County, the inhabitants of the village of
Fort Davis, (which was part of that county in the 1870s) were 30.9 percent of
Mexican heritage. The occupations that were recorded adjacent their names included
laborers, housekeepers, laundresses, cooks, seamsttesses, farmers, spinners, drivers,
shoemakers, wagoners, tailors, shepherds, hucksters, teamsters, brick masons,
domestic servants, and a single rancher. The women were often listed as "at home"
(Federal Census 1870). This census shows that there were no Mexican-Americans
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employed as soldiers by the fort. However, in the "Articles and Persons Hired," as
documented by Lieutenant Bill Custer in 1872, there were four Mexicans, Francisco
de la Rosa, Benito Doran, Jesus Maria Aguilar, and Jose Maria VU who served as
guides for scouting parties at Fort Davis. Consequentiy, settlement pattems of the
Mexican families were usually based on subsistence sttategies as well as family ties.
In the "Persons and Articles Hired" registers at Fort Davis, die laborers oftentimes
had the same sumame indicating that brothers, father-son, or uncle-nephew
combinations ttaveled together for job procurement. "Lafamilia" was of primary
importance to the Mexican culture.

Conclusions
The Trans-Pecos area of Texas has been enriched by the existence of the
Hispanic culture. Mexico provided the setting for the cultural blending of Aztec and
Spanish ttaditions which have molded a highly complex Mexican society. This unique
cultural heritage provided a population base of indigenous "Texans" prior to American
intmsion. The northem borderlands of New Spain, which are today known as Texas
and New Mexico, are of primary importance in the Spanish experience in the New
World. The colonization process not only brought economic, militaristic, and
religious expansion, but cultural expansion as well. Hispanic cultural survivals are
apparent in every aspect of life as it exists in Fort Davis today. Only through the
developmental stages of exploration, colonization, missionization could these cultural
ttaditions have become so deeply ingrained in the area.
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Early explorers such as de Vaca, Coronado, Espejo, Rodriquez, de Sosa, and
de Onate opened the way for economic and religious expansion into the area. Their
explorative efforts piloted them into contact with both the sedentary and nomadic
tribes of the Trans-Pecos region. Expansionism during the 16(X)s delivered
enttepreneurs, soldiers, and missionaries into the area. In order to protect their
newfound economic interests, the Spanish, sent soldier/missionary teams into the area
to conttol and "civilize" the indigenous populations. Soon the presidio and the
mission were to become frontier institutions. During the seventeenth century,
missionaries such as Fathers Zuniga, de Salazar, Lopez, and de Mendoza found that
subjugation of the sedentary Pueblos living along the banks of the Rio Grande was a
simple task. It was the more nomadic groups such as the Apaches who were to
become the major nemesis for the missionaries and the govemment in the eighteenth
century. The Galvez Reforms of 1786, instituted the establecimientos de paz (peace
establishments) in order to conttol the Apache population. These peace establishments
experienced some degree of success in the late eighteenth century and on into the early
nineteenth century. It was only after rations were cut in 1831 by the Mexican
govemment that the Apaches retumed to intense raiding in the territory. Had the
peace establishments had a longer lifespan it appears that the Apaches would have
become more settied and at some point in time would have become absorbed by the
Spanish culture.
The developmental stages of Spanish colonialism can be evidenced in the
occupations of the color/class social system. The gachupines conttoUed the political.
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economic, and religious matters of the colony. The crioUos maintained conttol of the
mestizos directing them in mining, military, mercantile, and religious endeavors. The
Indians and Africans remained at the bottom of the caste system and were usually
victims of the hacienda system and debt peonage.
Cultural blending of Native Peoples and the Spaniards have produced systems
of kinship, religion, medicine, language, architecture, and subsistence which are
unique components of the culture area. The Mexican population played a critical role
in the reestablishment of Fort Davis, Texas. Expertise in constmction methods, in
addition to a large labor base, allowed for reconstmction of the fort quickly and
economically. The Spanish language for centuries has defined not only the
geographical features of the area, but the occupational, religious, and subsistence
features as well. The Catholic religion coupled with the family served as a major
stabilizing force within the Hispanic community. In a land with such a broad
geographical expanse, this culture has provided a unique adaptive sttategy which not
only allowed for survival but survival at its best. As can be evidenced in Fort Davis
today, the Hispanic culture has left its legacy in the religion, language, and
architecture of the area. Although the effective line of colonization of New Spain
ended at the Rio Grande in the Trans-Pecos area, the acculturation process filtered
into the core of the area. This northem hinterland of New Spain provides not only a
unique niche in history but a unique niche in cultural assimilation as well.
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CHAPTER VII
THE MILITARY CULTURE IMPACT ON FORT DAVIS: 1846-1884

After the war of 1846-1847, between the United States and Mexico, the
Federal Govemment determined that a road from San Antonio to El Paso would foster
ttade and exploration of the area. The Whiting-Smith Expedition of 1846 to 1854
into the Trans-Pecos recommended that an outpost in the Davis Mountains was
paramount to the protection of the area. Painted Comanche Camp, the site chosen for
the fort, was in the heart of Mescalero territory and west of the Comanche raiding
ttails (Utiey 1965:6). The constmction of Fort Davis ttansported a highly diverse mix
of cultures into Presidio County. The original Presidio County encompassed a vast
territory from east of El Paso county to the Rio Pecos and from the Rio Grande north
to Fort Stockton. The 1860 census shows that there were only seven inhabited centers
within the region: Fort Davis Army Post; La Limpia, the civiUan settiement near the
post at Painted Comanche Camp; Fort Stockton and its adjoining village of Comanche
Spring; Presidio del Norte on the Rio Grande, and Fort Leaton which was never a
United States fort but privately held (Federal Census of Presidio County, 1860;
Scobee 1963:40).
Both civilians and military employees were of specific importance during the
miUtary era working together to effect a better lifeway on the American frontier.
Material needs mled basic everyday affairs. Food, shelter, and pay directed daily
activities of commissioned officers, non-commissioned officers, and enlisted men on
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the post. Women, including miliary wives and laundresses, were challenged by
Uhiess, child-rearing, and die isolation of the westem frontier. Soldiers were
continually involved in issues such as discipline, race, health, and survival on these
outposts. Ethnicity became a significant issue among all groups at Fort Davis who
sttove to keep a delicate balance in relationships between the officers and enlisted men
(Wooster 1990:251).
By 1861, Fort Davis had atttacted a variety of civilians. Most of the people
willing to ttavel to the frontier whether for land, wealth, freedom, or warfare, were of
foreign heritage. The 1860 census for La Limpia listed 40 individuals employed as
station keeper, stage drivers, a conductor, cooks, hostiers, servants, laborers and one
herder. All of these people were foreign bom with the exception of one native Texas
(Federal Census 1860). At the Fort Davis army post, civilians were Usted as painters,
carpenters, plasters, laborers, blacksmiths, clerks, hospital stewards, bakers,
herdsmen, laundresses, teamsters and a teacher (Federal Census 1860).
Soldiers listed on the Fort Davis and Fort Stockton census included countries
of birth such as Denmark, Pmssia, Ireland, England, France, Scodand, Saxony,
Bavaria, Baden, Whitenburgh, Switzerland, Nova Scotia, Hanover, Hamburgh, and
Cortia. Consequentiy, Fort Davis reflects a frontier town of a tmly multicultural
nature. These highly diverse cultures each brought their own language and belief
system to the fort. Assimilation of these systems is one of the hallmarks of the
westem frontier.
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This study will address the caste system based on the military at Fort Davis.
A definite social-culttiral hierarchy was in place at die outpost which primarily
reflected military status and sttucttire. This seemingly rigid hierarchical sttata ranged
from commissioned officers, to non-commissioned officers, to enlisted men, to scouts.
The women at the outpost were divided into two socio-cultural groups, the ofricers
wives and die laundresses. The suders of die outpost occupied a unique position in
this social hierarchy, due to die fact diat diey were civilians appointed by die
govemment.

After the Civil War, diirty to forty percent of enlisted men were

foreign bom and a substantial number were black reflecting a hierarchy not only based
on occupation but ethnic group as well.

Commissioned Officers
Among the military men at Fort Davis, isolation, low pay, slow promotion,
and personal feuds often divided commissioned officers. However, many of the
officers were bound together because of their common background at West Point
(Wooster 1990:142). Of the thirty-one Pre-Civil War officers stationed at Fort Davis,
twenty-four had graduated from West Point (Utiey 1967:33-34). Also, shared
experiences from the Mexican War provided a sense of unity to some ten officers who
were stationed at Fort Davis during the 1850s. Shared military experiences, the
monotony of frontier life, and ascetic living conditions on the whole served to foster
camaraderie among these men (Wooster 1990:110).
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The officers and their families maintained a distinct distance from the enlisted
men and laundresses. Commissioned Officers at Fort Davis were considered the elite
of the social hierarchy. Officers at diese frontier outposts oftentimes engaged slaves,
servants, and special assistants. The hiring of servants, commonly referred to as
"strikers" or "dog robbers," from the enlisted rank was a frequent practice. The
strikers generally lived with their officer-masters and received extta duty pay for such
daily tasks as cooking, cutting firewood, and cleaning (Wooster 1990:113). The
practice of hiring "strikers" allowed the officers to maintain a position of gentry on
this unciviUzed frontier. The post commander was at the top of the military
hierarchy. A post adjutant and a sergeant major served as the administtative voices of
the post commander by ttansmitting orders to the rest of the men (Utiey 1965:27).
However distanced they may have been from the enlisted ttoops, mutual goals served
to bind them together.
This social sttata had more leisure time than the rest of the groups, allowing
time for reading, writing of memoirs, and music. Books, musical instmments, and
artwork brought to the frontier by this group made their bleak lifestyle more tolerable.
The site plan of Fort Davis indicates a social and cultural separation between the
officers and enlisted men based on housing arrangements. The quarters of "Officers
Row" were considered some of the best on the westem frontier. Fumishings were
often ttansported from the east or purchased from the preceding officer. The enlisted
mens quarters were littie more than a rectangular barrack containing the most nominal
of fumishings.
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Figure 7.1. Fort Davis Site Plan
(from Greene 1986:Rear Pocket).
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Noncommissioned Officers
The noncommissioned officers who managed the daily operations of the fort
were the backbone of the Regular Army. These men were highly experienced, longterm enlistees, devoted to the Army. This group included such officers as sergeants,
corporals, the hospital steward, and the post quartermaster. Both the post
quartermaster and sergeant were accountable for housing, buying supplies, and
clothing the ttoops while the sergeant ultimately was responsible for feeding the men.
The post surgeon, with the aid of a noncommissioned hospital steward, was in charge
of the hospital and sanitation at the fort. Each company ideally would have a captain
and two Ueutenants, but this rarely happened. The company officers were responsible
for overseeing their units in the field as weU as completing paperwork pertinent to
managing the unit. The non-commissioned officers served as a cohesive foundation in
the everyday administtation, accounting, and operation of the garrison (Utiey
1965:46). They served to interface between the commissioned officers and the
enlisted men.

The Enlisted Men
Clearly divided from the officers were the enlisted men whose foreign, ethnic,
and urban roots worried the officers (Wooster 1990:142). The enlisted men not only
included the ttoops, but a variety of specialists such as blacksmiths, saddlers, farriers,
wagoners, and wheelwrights (Utiey 1965:27). The formidable duties of a military
lifestyle held Uttie allure to the average citizen, consequentiy, foreign recmits made up
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two-diirds of the Pre-CivU War army. In the 1860 Presidio County Census, nine out
of ten of the enlisted men at Fort Davis were foreign bom indicating Ireland,
Germany, Scotiand, England, France, Switzerland, and Sweden as places of birth.
The average age of enlisted personnel at the fort was twenty-five, with die youngest
aged fourteen and die oldest aged forty. The Census also indicates diat most of die
recmits had no property. Consequentiy, it is not surprising that the military was
exttemely atttactive to new immigrants providing them with a secure economic
position (Frazer 1938:98).
Upon entering the military, these inductees were to receive ttaining at a
"school of instmction" which was Govemors Island, New York for infantrymen and
Carlisle Barracks, Pennsylvania for cavalrymen. However, due to the continual call
for new ttoops, the military generally sent the soldiers to their units with no basic
ttaining (Wooster 1990:117). Post-Civil War years at Fort Davis ttansported a
significant population of African Americans into the region as enlisted men. The line
of westem forts on the Indian frontier were garrisoned primarily with African
American ttoops known as "Buffalo Soldiers."

The Buffalo Soldiers
After the Civil War, army life offered the Afiican American more dignity than
any other occupation, providing shelter, food, and clothing, and the opportunity to
acquire skills and develop camaraderie with others. Fort Davis provided the military
opportunity for these men and their newfound emancipation. From 1867 to 1881,
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Fort Davis was manned by four black regiments, directed by Anglo officers - the
Nindi and Tendi Cavah^ and die Twenty-fourth and Twenty-fifth Infantty.
Reorganization of black regiments from the Civil War was authorized by Congress in
1866 to aid in "pacification" of die West (Katz 1987:199). The Nindi and Tendi
Regiments, which comprised twenty percent of die U. S. Cavahy in the West,
realized an outstanding record on die American frontier (Katz 1987:201-202). The
Ninth Cavahy was organized in New Orleans in 1866 under Colonel Hatch and later
commanded by Major Albert Morrow and Lieutenant Colonel Wesley Merritt. More
than one-half of the Ninth Cavahy's enlisted men had fought in the Civil War. This
regiment supplied the cavalry until 1875 when the Tenth Cavalry took over and served
until 1885 (Utiey 1965:24). The Tendi Cavaky was formed at Fort Leavenworth,
Kansas in 1866 by Colonel Benjamin Grierson. The Twenty-fourth Infantry was
organized in 1869 from two regiments in Louisiana, Texas, and New Mexico under
the command of Lieutenant Colonel William R. Shafter. The Twenty-fifth Infantry
was formed in New Orleans in 1869 from fragments of the Thirty-ninth and Fortieth
Infantries (Katz 1987:206). The infantry was drawn from the Twenty-fourth until
1870, from die Twenty-fourth and Twenty-fifth until 1872, and from die Twenty-fifth
until 1880 (Utiey 1965:24). The origin of the term "Buffalo Soldier" remains
uncertain; the Anglo officers simply called them "bmnettes" (Katz 1987:202).
The 1870 Census of Presidio County indicated that Fort Davis' population was
fifty-five percent Afiican American. The census also shows that fifty-three percent of
the black ttoopers stationed at Fort Davis were bom in the Civil War border states of
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Kentticky, Virginia, and Maryland (Federal Census 1870). The frontier provided not
only a drastic geographical change for these men, but an opportunity to escape the
interminable racism that was so ingrained in the history of the southeastern United
States. For a time this opportunity provided more equality than they had ever
experienced ~ a condition which was to change by the tum of the century.
The daily stmcture of life on the plantation and life in the military were
remarkably similar. The housing on die plantation was the "big house" in which
multiple family units lived. The stmcture was a rectangular wooden house fumished
with a plank bed, sttaw-ticked matttess and one blanket if the slave was lucky. The
housing quarters on frontier forts generally followed similar architectural styles ~ a
rectangular stmcture fumished with a plank bed, sttaw-ticked matttess and one
blanket. Repetitive labor, whether on an agrarian plantation or on the westem frontier
was supervised by an Anglo overseer who had ultimate authority over the fate of the
laborer or soldier. Consequently, adaptation from the plantation lifestyle to the
military lifestyle was simple for the Black ttoops mainly because littie adaptation was
required. However, the army did attempt to provide educational opportunities for the
men. By 1872 one-fifth of the 165 soldiers prepared for field duty attended a night
school. However, the school was closed due to a lack of funds, excessive heat, and
increasingly fewer participants (Inspection Report 1873:6; Greene 1986:156). Two
years later educational efforts were renewed and by early 1876 two classes were
required to accommodate the enrollment (Wooster 1990:293).
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The army high command deaU discriminatorily with the Buffalo Soldiers. The
regiments often received broken down horses and castoff equipment from favored
cavalry units. The punishment dispensed to Black ttoopers was generaUy harsher than
that given to their Anglo counterparts, yet Black cavalrymen had fewer court-martials
for dmnkenness and lower desertion rates in the frontier army (Katz 1987:203-204).
In 1867, desertion rates for the whole army reached twenty-five percent while
desertion rates for blacks only reached four percent (Wooster 1990:181).
Occasionally commanding officers, such as Fort Davis's Benjamin Grierson,
did take admirable stances to secure better conditions both physically and emotionally
for the men. Genuinely devoted to his men, Grierson ordered his company
commanders not to use the word "colored" in their reports. "The regiment is simply
the Tenth Regiment of Cavalry, United States Army." Grierson also complained to
the Department Headquarters of distinctions made between white and black ttoops and
demanded impartial tteatment for his men (Leckie and Leckie 1984:148).
Discrimination was not only apparent in the ranks of the enlisted men but black
officers as well. A famous case in pomt was that of the first black graduate from
West Point, Henry O. FUpper. Not only did he surmount the pressures of racism at
West Point he went on to experience the ramifications of bigotry within his military
career. In 1881, he was falsely charged with "embezzling funds and conduct
unbecoming an officer." He was acquitted of the first charge and found guilty of the
second. FUpper had gone riding with an Anglo woman while stationed at Fort
Concho which served as grounds for the charge of "conduct unbecoming an officer,"
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Even after his career in the military was abmptiy ended, he was repeatedly hired by
federal, local, and state govemments as a civil engineer and served as a ttanslator for
the United States Senate Committee on Foreign Relations. Despite his outstanding
work and incormptibility, he was never able to obtain a new ttial (Katz 1987:220221). Flipper was not die only black graduate to have false charges levelled against
him. The Anglo military system was able to keep Black leadership in check dirough
actions such as these. Despite prejudices in die military, the Black regiments carved a
place in history for die African American culttire. The last Black troops left Fort
Davis for Arizona in April, 1885 to participate in die Geronimo campaign ~ die final
significant drive against the Apaches (Greene 1986:39).

The Scouts
A notable group employed by the United States military as the scouts. The
United States Military employed persons from the Hispanic communities, Native
American communities, and mestizo communities in this capacity. The 1870 census
of Presidio County shows that there were no Mexican-Americans employed as soldiers
by the fort. However, in the "Articles and Persons Hired," as documented by
Lieutenant Bill Custer in 1872, there were four men of Mexican heritage, Francisco
de la Rosa, Benito Doran, Jesus Maria Aguilar, and Jose Maria Vil who served as
guides for scouting parties at Fort Davis. Conscious of the need for more experienced
scouts, the Fort Davis military personnel also recmited Indians from Ysleta del Sur
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(near El Paso). This group of Pueblo Indians were frequentiy employed by die United
States Army and equipped widi guns, mules, and canteens from Fort Davis.
During the Victorio campaigns, Apache scouts were used successfully because
of dieir knowledge of die landscape and die ttavel pattems of die Apaches.
Each of diese groups employed by die military had an intimate knowledge of die
Chihuahuan Desert landscape diat made diem invaluable to die military campaigns in
die late 1870s and 1880s.
The United States govemment placed about fifty men known as "Seminole
Indian Negro Scouts" or "Mascogos" in campaigns against die Plains Indians. These
scouts were the descendants of mnaway slaves who had married into the Seminole
tribe of Florida during the Civil War era. Under Andrew Jackson's Indian Removal
Act, these Indians were moved westward. However, when attempts were made to reenslave them, they moved to Mexico in order to maintain their freedom (Katz
1987:233).
In 1870, General Zenas R. Bliss urgentiy needed scouts in his Indian
campaigns. He ttaveled to Mexico and promised the Mascogos food and land in
retum for service in the U.S. Army (Katz 1987:234). These Mascogo scouts,
intimately familiar with the geographical features of the land, proved invaluable to the
Bliss campaigns. Between 1875 and 1877, Colonel WilUam Shafter's campaigns into
West Texas and Mexico utilized these scouts extensively. However, beginning in
1875, rations to the families of the scouts had been reduced and govemmental
agencies denied responsibility for any additional aid. Due to govemmental apathy, the
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Mascogos were reduced to scavengers and thieves. The scouts endured the
Chihuahuan Desert and fierce warfare, but not the habitual racism of the United States
govemment. The unit disbanded in 1881 (Katz 1987:236-237). In 1885, an attack on
a Chisos Mountain mining camp led to die establishment of an outpost by Fort Davis.
The command recaUed several former Mascago Scouts to garrison die site at NevUl's
Springs. However, die army had abandoned die post by 1891 (Greene 1990:309).

Officers' Wives
The role of the woman in the nineteenth century can clearly be defined as a
"cult of domesticity" primarily concemed with homemaking and chUd rearing.
American culture was still govemed by ttaditional values which clearly defined the
roles of men and women. Men worked outside the home and were considered to be
the sttonger, more logical of the two sexes. Women managed domestic and family
tasks and were considered the moral mainstay of the society. The Officers' Wives at
Fort Davis were no exception to these nineteenth century mores.
During the Pre-CivU War era, women and children did accompany men to the
post at Fort Davis, Littie is known about the antebellum women of Fort Davis. Their
efforts were most likely focused on domestic tasks due to the poor living conditions
available at die post (Wooster 1990:126).
After the Civil War, the census of 1870 enumerated 124 females in Fort Davis,
By 1880, the census provided that there were 324 women present in the community
(Wooster 1990:259). The officers' wives constituted a totaUy separate social class
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from any other at the post. The 1870 and 1880 censuses both show that ten of the
twenty-eight officers at Fort Davis brought their wives. Eight of them had also
ttansported children to the post. This elite group formed close ties, rarely associating
with the laundresses, hospital mattons, and enlisted men who were considered to be
inferior. During the period of the 1870s and 1880s, Victorian standards required
these wives take care of home, husband, and chUdren, However, the westem frontier
granted these women much spare time in which they could read, write, and plan
activities for enjoyment. Joumals from this group of women have provided much
information about daily life at the fort. Despite their elite status, the officers' wives
did not have official army recognition m the form of rations, protective regulations, or
ttansportation. In conttast to the officer's wives, the laundresses and hospital mattons
did possess official military status which gave them a certain amount of empowerment
in such an alien environment.

Laundresses
The company commander was responsible for appointing and dismissing
laundresses, a formal company of washerwomen. As early as 1802, Congress
determined that laundresses and hospital mattons would be provided with rations,
quarters, fuel, and ttansportation by the military. They were also entitied to washing
fees set by local post councils (Wooster 1990:126-127), There is littie information
conceming the laundresses in the pre-Civil War years at Fort Davis as they ttaveled to
different posts accompanying their individual companies. In 1856, fifteen laundresses
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were residing at Fort Davis, but by 1860 only four were recorded. Some laundresses
also increased their mcome by practicmg prostitution (Butier 1984:122-146; Wooster
1990:127). Laundresses were highly sought as marriage partners on the posts and a
portion of them married enlisted men, often sergeants and corporals. Noncommissioned officers often obtained positions for their wives as laundresses in order
to increase die mcome of the family. Social sttatification in the military caste system
totally separated the laundresses from the officer's wives, although they sometimes
served as midwives and nurses (Wooster 1990:126-129),
There were also civilian laundresses who were allowed to live in housing on
posts untU 1880. At Fort Davis, laundresses quarters known as "Suds Row," were
nothing more than rickety jacales sequestered from the rest of the garrison along the
northem wall of Hospital Canyon. An 1856 map of the fort shows sixteen laundress
quarters at the fort, while a map of 1860 shows only five buildings designated as
laundress quarters (Greene 1986:86-87).
The 1870 census for Fort Davis shows that thirty percent of the laundresses
were of Mexican heritage, seventy percent were of African heritage, and zero percent
were of Anglo heritage indicating that this caste was defined by both social and ethnic
background.
The foUowing map of Fort Davis, dated 1856, pictures the laundresses quarters
in upper end of Canyon of the Limpia, better known as Hospital Canyon.
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Figure 7.2. Laundresses Quarters
(from Greene 1986:441).
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Suders
The fort also brought businessmen, land speculators, and a wide array
of civilians to the area. The mUitary approved sutiers for each regiment in an attempt
to bring food, clothing, alcohol, and other items to the ttoops. In the pre-Civil War
years, regimental and post commanders designated certain individuals to build sutier's
stores on posts. The sutiers maintained a monopoly on these frontier forts requiring
constant monitoring of prices and quality. Enlisted men oftentimes accused officers of
accepting under the table payment from the sutier in exchange for allowing him to
cheat his customers with exorbitant prices (Wooster 1990:134). However, this did not
appear to be the case at Fort Davis untU the post-CivU War years. The attempt of the
War Department in the 1860s to reform the stmcture of post sutiers was of Uttie
consequence. However, during a time when cormpt freighters often supplied spoiled
or rancid goods to the westem outposts, the sutier became an important individual in
the supply of goods to the frontier soldiers.

Conclusion
The miUtary occupation at Fort Davis was responsible for making the area
tmly multicultural in nature. In addition to the Apaches, Puebloans, and Hispanics
a variety of cultures entered the region. The influx of Germans, Irish, Scotch,
English, French, and other Europeans ttansported highly diverse cultural traditions
and belief systems into the area. The mUitary provided the basis for the social caste at
Fort Davis based on a Commissioned Officer to Non-Commissioned Officer to an
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Enlisted Man hierarchy. The Buffalo Soldiers, even diough highly successful in die
field, were still discriminated against within the ranks. The Scouts, who faidifuUy
served the United States during the Indian Campaigns, had virtually no status within
the military and were discarded as soon as they had outiived their usefulness.
The women's culture served to soften the rough edges of the westem frontier
outposts. The women were divided into two distinct social classes, the officer's wives
and the laundresses. The officer's wives, were considered the elite on the military
installation, even though they had no official military status. The laundresses, who
were considered inferior in the social hierarchy, were an official division of the
military receiving compensation, housing, fuel, and ttansportation from the United
States govemment. The sutiers possessed the unique position of bridging civilian with
military life. The position of being a civilian appointed to a post sutiership, gave
them leverage in both the civilian and military community. Consequentiy, Fort Davis
had become more than just a miUtary outpost, it became a microcosm attracting
multicultures with multi-ttaditions.
Fort Davis, along with many other frontier outposts, atttacted a unique variety
of human beings some of whom stayed in the region and contributed to the continuing
cultural evolution. MUitary wives and children, along with the soldiers, created a
unique existence for themselves. Laundresses and post suders ttansported a totally
different world view to the frontier. All of these cultures and castes with their varied
customs, ttaditions, and lifeways served to shape the spirit of the westem frontier
outposts foraging a unique lifeway.
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CHAPTER VIII
THE NATIONAL PARK SERVICE CULTURE IMPACT: 1960-1996

Fort Davis National Historic Site was established on the Fourth of July in
1963. The National Park Service under the auspices of the United States Department
of the Interior began restoration and management of the fort upon its establishment as
an Historic Site. After the closure of the fort in 1891, civilians inhabited the quarters
for a number of years. During the 1930s, D. A. Simmons procured the fort and
worked continually to repair and maintain the stmctures. Consequentiy, the fort did
not deteriorate as rapidly as other frontier forts. Fort Davis is one of the best
remaining examples of frontier forts in the United States (Utiey 1965:50-51).
The National Park Service conducted the National Survey of Historic Sites and
Buildings in 1960 and concluded Fort Davis was an outstanding site and merited
preservation. Legislation authorizing preservation was inttoduced in Congress in 1961
by Senator Ralph Yarborough and Representative J.T. Rutherford. After passage of
the biU on September 8, 1961, and acquisition of the property from heirs of D.A.
Simmons, Fort Davis National Historic Site became part of the National Park System
(Scobee 1963:198-199; Utiey 1965:50). The efforts of local citizens coupled witii
actions of West Texas legislators culminated in the dedication of the site by Lady Bird
Johnson on April 4, 1966 (Welsh 1996:142). This juncture in history brought the
culture of the National Park Service to Fort Davis. This culture has become an
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important segment in the population of Fort Davis, Texas interfacing with the
community in numerous endeavors.

History of the National Park Service
The National Park Service was created August 25, 1916 as the ninth bureau in
the Department of the Interior. The Park Service was mandated to supervise, manage,
and conttol national parks and monuments. The National Park Service actually began
to function when funds were provided on April 17, 1917 under the Deficiency
Appropriations Act. Although the National Park System was not implemented until
1916, the system of national parks can be ttaced back to 1872 with the creation of
Yellowstone National Park (Cameron 1922:1), Ratification of legislation, creating the
National Park Service, was a culmination of a movement by anthropologists,
historians, and naturalists to protect significant sites around the country. The
fundamental purpose of the National Park System, as stated in the National Park
Service Act, is "the conservation of the scenery, natural and historic objects, and
wildlife of the parks in a manner that will leave them unimpaired for future
generations to enjoy" (Cameron 1922:19). Although ultimate guardianship of the
National Parks fell under the auspices of the Department of the Interior, the
Department of War and the Corps of Engineers were originally involved in pattol and
constmction of the park areas (Cameron 1922:25-26). Today, the parks are strictiy
under the jurisdiction of the Department of the Interior, however, the mfluence of
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each of these three entities is still observable in the stmcture of the Park Service
today.
The National Park Service culture developed out of two conttasting ideologies.
Initially, the influence came from the military. The early park rangers were former
United States cavalrymen who had initially protected Yellowstone and Yosemite. The
main goal of these men was to protect the parks from fire and poaching. Horace M.
Albright, the first civilian superintendent at Yellowstone, noted that only half the
rangers at Yellowstone were "good public contact men," accordingly he assigned the
less personable to pattol the far regions of the park (Kaufman 1996:xi), Most of the
first rangers assumed that they would either live away from their families or remain
single during their duty in the field. The military culture in the Park Service stmcture
was bolstered by retuming World War II veterans who wanted the security and
camaraderie of Park Service occupations (Kaufman 1996:xi),
The second, conttasting, ideology championed public communications as the
major function of the Park Service. The main goal of the 1916 Organic Act, piloted
by Horace M, Albright and Stephen T, Mather, was to atttact and educate visitors
(Kaufman 1996:xii; Tilden 1977:32), The Park Rangers hired by Madier and
Albright (known as "Mather men") were more concemed with education of the
visitors than were the original cavalrymen, Consequentiy, the role of protector
coupled with role of educator, has shaped the Park Ranger as s/he exists today. These
divergent ideologies were combined to affect the goals of the National Park Service of
protection, preservation, and public enjoyment and education.
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However, these conflicting ideologies for many years did have effects on
women in the park service. The old guard rangers from the military ethos regarded
new male ranger-naturalists as effeminate, labeling them as "pansy pickers" and
"butterfly chasers," When Albright initiated die practice of hiring women as rangernaturalists, the male ranger-naturalists felt threatened. After World War I, these male
rangers defined the position of ranger-naturalist as an exclusively masculine position,
eliminating women in this area. The Park Service began to hire males almost
exclusively for this job with the exception of a few seasonal rangers (Kaufman
1996:xii). The masculinity-femininity issue surfaced again in the 1960s, However,
this time it served to create rather than eliminate positions for women. Many male
historians did not enjoy conducting tours at historical sites, believing that such
interpretation was beneath the scope of their profession. Drawing on the perception of
gender roles in the 1960s, the solution of the Park Service was to hire women as
historical interpreters. However, as the Park Service distanced itself more and more
from its military origins, the opportunity for women as professional employees in all
areas began to expand (Kaufman 1996:xv), Women also brought new interpretation to
frontier sites such as Fort Davis, Information and demonsttations relating to everyday
life coupled with information and demonsttations depicting the military life have
served to create a well-rounded interpretation at this site.
As the National Park Service enters the Twenty-Fnst Century almost one-third
of thefifteen-thousandpark employees are women and twenty percent represent
minorities. In the role of historians, anthropologists, landscape architects, resource
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managers, scientists, and curators, women have become significant in determining the
choice of projects and programs as well as allocation of funding and personnel.
Males, do however, stUl dominate top management within the National Park Service.
However, decisions made for the individual sites can be attributed to the combined
efforts of both genders (Kaufman 1996:xvi).

The Stmcture of the Park Service
The National Park Service was originally divided into five different sectors;
administtation, field service, editorials, law, and publications. However, it is the
individual park organization that became the most important in the everyday
operations of the sites. The sites are generally organized under a superintendent and
assistant superintendent into ten sections which include sections of Administtation,
Information, Protection, Transportation, Light and Power, Communications,
Sanitation, Painting, Machinery, and Engineering (Cameron 1922:64), Some of these
categories are combined on smaller sites, such as Fort Davis, allowing for economy of
operation. The organizational stmcture at Fort Davis can be delineated as foUows:
The Superintendent is responsible for the park as a whole. The Administtative
Official and the Administtative Clerk along with the Chief Ranger are responsible to
the Superintendent. Personnel, property, budgeting, purchasing, and other fiscal
matters are responsibilities of the administtation. The National Park Service Historian
for the region is also responsible to the Superintendent,
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The Chief Ranger is responsible for the everyday operations at the site
including fiscal and personnel administtation. Interpretive rangers, the rangernaturalist, the archivist, the site historian, and the collections manager are responsible
to the Chief Ranger.
The Chief of Maintenance is responsible for building preservation, road
maintenance and engineering, ttansportation, sanitation, painting, machinery, power,
communication lines, and any other aspects of preserving the fort. The Chief of
Maintenance employees a staff to carry out these responsibilities.
The Park Rangers integrate a variety of functions into their duties including
historical research, interpretive programs, operation of the visitor center, protection of
the site, management of collections, and archival research.
The National Park Service has also implemented volunteer organizations
to aid in the operation of individual sites—the Youth Conservation Corps and the
Volunteers in Parks Program, The Youth Conservation Corps National Parks
Program began in 1971 for both male and female students between the ages of fifteen
and eighteen. This program supplies "hands on" experience for youth allowing them
to participate in the everyday operations of the park (Kaufman 1996:128-129). The
Volunteers in Parks Program encourages adults to become involved in interpretation,
research, archival, and clerical activities cmcial in the operation of the park.
The use of adult volunteers allows for interaction between the National Parks and
adjacent and surrounding communities. In an era with federal funding on the wane,
these two groups can serve as support to the staff of the National Park sites. One
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volunteer organization specific to Fort Davis is the Friends of Fort Davis which serves
in a fundraising and public relations capacity.
One part of the National Park Service culture that cannot be ignored is that of
Park Service wives. Over the years, the Park Service wife has played a variety of
roles. In the 1920s, the Park Service wife made homes in remote areas bringing an
equilibrium to the parks. These women provided information, communication, first
aid, and solace to both staff and visitors. Over the decades. Park Service wives
provided clerical aid, archaeological expertise, schooling, and community services as
an unpaid support person. Park Service wives, much as military wives on the westem
frontier, aided in adjustment and morale building, not only in her own family, but in
the staff as well. In some instances the Park Service wife became the unofficial voice
of the Park Service. The wives were often able to speak out and organize movements
when their husbands were not able to do so. As park officials, their husbands, were
able to provide information, but were not able to proffer personal opinions. The role
of the Park Service wife has undergone considerable change since the 1960s. The
family team consisting of an unpaid wife servmg as backup for the superintendent,
ranger, or maintenance man was replaced by a paid working team. Other Park
Service wives have gone on to less ttaditional roles by pursuing their own careers.
All of the different capacities in the Park Service make up what is commonly referred
to as die "Park Service Family" (Kaufman 1996:88-117).
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The Role of the Park Service in the Community
Late in 1995, as a result of conttoversy over funding, the federal govemment
temporarily closed National Park Service visitor facilities. During this shutdown,
approximately 400,(XX) visitors were tumed away from National Park Service sites,
resulting m financial loss to local communities of about $14.2 million and $104,000
each day in enttance fees to the United States Treasury (Alpine Avalanche 1996:1-2).
Fort Davis was no exception to the shutdown. Fort Davis has an average yearly
attendance of 60,000 to 70,000 visitors, bringing substantial income into the small
community of Fort Davis (Welsh 1996 :XV). Not only does Fort Davis add to the
income of the area, but the staff interacts with the community by participating in the
volunteer fire department. Preservation Fort Davis, numerous churches, as well as a
variety of other endeavors.
The staff of Fort Davis has employed a sttategic plan for the site which
employees a number of goals and objectives conceming the future of Fort Davis. The
primary purposes cited in the plan are twofold: (1) to perpetuate and conserve the
cultural and natural resources of the Fort Davis National Historic Site and (2) to
educate the public about the influence of Fort Davis on European development and
settlement of the Southwest, and about the impact of military operations on the Native
American (Fort Davis National Historic Site Sttategic Plan 1995), Again, the original
tenets set down by the National Park Service are reflected in these purposes:
preservation and education. The ongoing efforts of the staff at Fort Davis is
significant not only to the site itself, but to the community as a whole.
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Conclusions
In 1960, the National Park Service warranted Fort Davis to be worthy of
restoration. Fort Davis National Historic Site became a part of the National Park
system on July 4, 1963. Following the principals set forth by the National Park
Service in 1916, protection, preservation, and public education became paramount in
the policies at the site. The National Park Service brought its own unique culture to
the site. Not only did it ttansport a staff to the site, but volunteer organizations, and
Park Service wives and children as well. These National Park Service immigrants
have carved a unique niche for themselves in the community of Fort Davis and will
continue to be a significant part of the population well into the future.
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CHAPTER IX
THE CURRENT DEMOGRAPHY AND NATURE OF FORT DAVIS

Fort Davis is known as the highest town in Texas, sitting at an elevation of
5,050 feet. The still sparsely populated community of 1,212 citizens remains
essentially a "frontier town" which has given rise to its economic mainstay ~ tourism.
The renowned Overland Trail, which mns through the center of the historic site and
through the village itself is still used today. The town square boasts buildings of
frontier architectural style, dating from the late 1800s and the early 19(X)s, which lend
a charm reminiscent of the Victorian era in the old west. Fort Davis lies
220 miles southeast of El Paso and 150 miles southwest of Odessa-Midland,
Big Bend National Park is located 104 miles due south of Fort Davis, The West
Texas towns of Fort Stockton, Lajitas, Marathon, Marfa, Presidio, Sanderson, Study
Butte, Terlingua, and Van Hom each lie within a two hour drive of Fort Davis.
Fort Davis is situated on Texas Highway 118, which has the distinction of
being the highest paved road east of the Rocky Mountains, The January mean
temperature is 30 degrees fahrenheit and the July mean temperature is 80 degrees
fahrenheit. The average annual rainfall varies from fifteen to eighteen inches (Fort
Davis Chamber of Commerce 1996). The town of Fort Davis lies to the southwest of
the old fort at the foot of what is known as Sleeping Lion Mountain. Fort Davis is
presentiy not incorporated (Fort Davis Chamber of Commerce 1995; Marshall-Gray
1995b:5).
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Figure 9.1. The Geographic Location of Fort Davis, Texas
(from Miller 1996:31),
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Fort Davis appears to be an integrated town with a population of approximately
1,212 residents. The primary languages currentiy spoken in the community are
English and Spanish. Cultural heritage is primarily Anglo and Hispanic in origin.
The African American population, which once dominated the census roles in Fort
Davis, is virtually non-existent today. The Chamber of Commerce numbered African
American families in the area at five, none of whom are descendants of the Buffalo
Soldiers, The school system, is a good example of ethnic and cultural integration,
with an Hispanic enrollment of approximately forty-nine percent and an Anglo
enrollment of approximately forty-nine percent. The remaming two percent are
students of African American heritage, generally dependents of Park Service
employees or McDonald Observatory employees. The elementary school is the Dirks
Anderson Elementary School, junior high is Fort Davis Junior High, and the high
school is Fort Davis High School. Total school enrollment is approximately 318
students. There are no adult education programs such as bilingual Programs, Literacy
Programs, or GED programs in place at this point in time. Sul Ross State University
is located in Alpine, Texas, twenty-three miles southeast of Fort Davis.
The eastemmost boundary of the town is State Stteet which branches into
Highway 118 leading to Alpine and into Highway 17 leading to Marfa. The
divergence of these two highways form the southem boundary of the town. The
westem boundary of the town is Fort Stteet which is the historic Overland Trail from
San Antonio to El Paso. Fort Stteet angles to the northeast, intersecting State Stteet
to form the northem boundary of the town.
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Figure 9.2. The VUlage of Fort Davis
(from Fort Davis Chamber of Commerce
1996: Cartographer Unknown)
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Church life appears to be very important to the community which boasts a total
of nine churches. The denominations represented include the Baptist, the Southem
Baptist (Hispanic), the Methodist, the Presbyterian, the Catholic, the Church of
Christ, and the Community Church and Church of the Mountains, both of which are
non-denominational. Fort Davis is also home to the famous Bloys Camp meetings.
The primary Women's Club in the community is the Kate Hoffman Art Club.
Men's clubs include the Lion's Club and the VFW. A large number of men in the
community are also involved with the Volunteer Fire Department of Fort Davis.
The two major organizations involved in the preservation of the area are the Friends
of Fort Davis and Preservation Fort Davis, Inc.
Major employers in Fort Davis include the National Park Service, McDonald
Observatory, the State Park Service, the Limpia Hotel, Indian Lodge, Pmde Ranch,
the Grocery Baeza, and the Powell Plant Farm. The local newspaper is the Davis
Mountain County News, which is published on a weekly basis (Fort Davis Chamber of
Commerce 1996; MarshaU-Gray 1995b:6). The ranching industry was once a
mainstay of area economy, but due to climatic changes and overgrazing, the face of
this industry is in constant flux. Tourism is the backbone of the Fort Davis economy
due to a variety of significant sites in the area.
One of die world's most significant asttonomy research facilities, McDonald
Observatory, draws more than 130,000 people into die area each year. It sits at an
elevation of 6,800 feet atop Mount Locke and offers spectacular hundred mile vistas
of the Trans-Pecos region.

Run by the University of Texas, the center houses a 107
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inch telescope and offers public tours and "Star Parties," The Fort Davis National
Historic site is the next largest draw into the area with a yearly attendance of between
60,000 and 70,000 people. The Davis Mountain State Park, containing 1,869 acres is
a 1930s project of die Civilian Conservation Corps, It contains camping facilities and
miles of nattire ttails, Indian Lodge, also constmcted by die Civilian Conservation
Corps, is die only hotel and restaurant owned by die State of Texas and operated by
die Texas Parks and WildUfe Department (Fort Davis Chamber of Commerce 1996).
Utilities are provided to die area by West Texas Utility Company, Soudiwest
Texas Municipal Gas Corporation, Fort Davis Water Supply Corporation, and
Southwestem Bell Telephone Company. The lone banking facility in Fort Davis is
Fort Davis State Bank. The nearest regional airport is in Midland/Odessa, however,
there is a local facility seventeen miles southwest of the community. Fort Davis has
three manufacturers which include Busy Bee Candy Company, Fort Davis Stamp
Company, and Lineaus Athletic Company (Fort Davis Chamber of Commerce 1996).
It appears that tourism will continue to be the mainstay of the Fort Davis
economy into the Twenty-first Century. Alpine, Texas, twenty-three miles southwest
of Fort Davis is being heralded as the "Santa Fe of Texas." The entire area is
beginning to atttact investors causing housing and land costs to be at an all time high.
It seems the frontier has always had a special allure and will continue to do so well
into the Twenty-First Century.
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CHAPTER X
CONCLUSIONS

Fort Davis, Texas is tmly multicultural. A sequence of ethnic groups, both
prehistoric and historic, have contributed to the cultural history of the area as it exists
today. In order to fully understand the significance of each of these cultures, several
questions must be answered. What kind of resources atttacted and supported these
cultures both prehistorically and historically? What kind of ttaditional lifeways and
beUef systems did each of these groups bring to die Fort Davis area? How did these
adaptations, lifeways, and beUef systems mold Fort Davis as it exists today? These
queries can be answered through the chronological examination of the populations that
have inhabited the Trans-Pecos region in which Fort Davis is located. The factors
that brought such diverse groups of people in contact with one another have created a
distinctive ethnohistory for the area.
The primal element that brought mankind into the area was the landscape. The
lithosphere, hydrosphere, and biosphere served as the mdimentary interactive
components which atttacted human populations thousands of years ago. The geology
of the area is unique in itself. The ttemendous geologic formations resulting from
natural forces such as volcanism, faulting and folding, and denudational processes
provided a diverse landscape which supported an equaUy diverse biota. The
Chihuahuan Desert, in which Fort Davis Ues, consists of topography from forested
mountains, to rolling savannahs to flat deserts to riverine environments. The
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exploitation of these environmental zones brought indigenous populations to the area
as early as 10,(XX) B.C. The geologic sttata provided not only shelter to these
populations but materials for toolkits as well. Water from the Rio Grande and the Rio
Pecos, not to mention numerous playas, cienegas, and springs atttacted these early
populations as centers of settiement. Intensification of the population initiated the
processes of radiation into and adaptation to expanded environments.
The Late Paleo-Indian Period in the Trans-Pecos was the beginning of a major
ttansition in lifeways. Big game hunting began to be supplemented by the hunt of
smaller game and the use of wild plants. Extinction of large Pleistocene animals
coupled with a warming and drying ttend led to a more hunting and gathering
orientation during the Archaic Period. The Archaic Period saw major changes in
lifestyles characterized by the inttoduction of increased reliance on wild plant
processing, incipient horticulture, adobe architecture, increased territoriality,
expansion of ttade networks, and the mitiation of ceremonial cycles. The Late
Prehistoric Period gave rise to a major increase in population which lead to further
adaptive processes. Intensified agriculture along the flood plains of the Rio Grande
contributed to the concenttation of villages, Adobe architecture alongside temporary
campsites indicate increasing interaction between sedentary and mobile groups. With
the intensification of population, ceremonial cycles became increasingly important to
these groups. New more efficient technologies, such as the bow and arrow were
inttoduced into the area, Intmsive ceramics, marine shells, and copper bells from
Mexico indicate further expansion of ttade networks. It appears that the population of
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die Trans-Pecos Region had evolved from highly mobile nomads to primarily basal
hunter and gatherers. The exploitation of desert succulents as well as nut crops from
the forested areas appear to have been the mainstay of the diet. Sedentary
agriculturalism intensified along the Rio Grande. These lifeways lead to much
interaction and ttade between the hunter-gatherers and sedentary groups. Some of
these people may have been bi-occupational, at times living as hunter-gatherers and at
times living as agriculturalists.
The Athapaskan speakers may have made an enttance into the Trans-Pecos area
as early as A.D. 1000. The Mescalero Apaches that resided in the Davis Mountains
and their Lipan affiliates to the east brought their own unique ttaditions, subsistence
styles, and belief systems into the Trans-Pecos. The Mescalero were basically a
hunter-gatherer group that exploited all ecozones of the environment from the
mountains to the savannahs to the desert. The Mescalero beUeved themselves to be
part of the ttaditional sacred landscape as can be evidenced in their subsistence
pattems, origin myths, and ceremonial practices. This group was intimately familiar
with the landscape and its resources. The Mescalero maintained major nuclear
centers, as weU as base camp sites, which were in constant population flux. People
were constantiy moving in and out of the centers to ttansient campsites for hunting
and gathering purposes. Band membership was based on kinship relations and
matrilocal residence which provided for continuity in hunting and gathering endeavors.
Women maintained a good deal of power in the group guiding ttavel pattems
based on die harvesting of wUd plant foods. White Painted Woman, die creator
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goddess, of the Apaches was prayed to for sustenance and nurture. The men of the
group were responsible for hunting and protection, giving the culture an egalitarian
balance. Spanish, Mexican, and American contact with the Apaches initiated grave
changes in their culture. Inevitable conflicts between the Apaches and Americans
ultimately led to total expulsion of the Apaches from the state of Texas.
The Hispanic culture has left an indeUble footprint on the cultural landscape.
The Spaniards were the first Europeans to enter America and commingle with the
indigenous populations. After conquering Tenochtitian, the Spaniards began to marry
into primarily the Aztec group of centtal Mexico creating a mestisizo population. A
social hierarchy arose based on ethnicity and occupation. The blending of these two
cultures produced a unique set of cultural ttaits including linguistic syncretism,
religious syncretism, and architectural syncretism, Spanish explorers and missionaries
who entered Trans-Pecos Texas in the 16(X)s began the assimilative process in the
area. The Spanish sent soldier/missionary teams into the area to conttol and "civilize"
the indigenous populations. "CiviUzmg" sedentary groups along the Rio Grande,
proved to be a simple task, it was however, the Apache population that was to become
the challenge to the Spaniards, The Galvez Reforms of 1786, instituted the
establecimientos de pas in an attempt to conttol these nomadic groups. These peace
establishments appeared to have been successful until the Spanish govemment had to
curtail ftinding. It appears that the Apache population would have at some pomt in
time become assimilated with the Spanish culture. After the Mexican Revolution, the
newly established Mexican govemment cut rations to the Apaches which forced them
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once again to establish raiding pattems. This northem hinterland of New Spain
produced a unique blending of cultures and lifeways, European blending with the
indigenous population has provided cultural survivals which are still apparent in the
Fort Davis area today. Kinship coupled with religion have proven to be the backbone
of the Hispanic culture. The constmction of Fort Davis ttansported significant
numbers of people of Hispanic heritage mto the area. As shown in fort archives,
adobe fabrication and constmction efforts were left to the expertise of these
immigrants. During the 1870s and 1880s, cultural assimilation between the Hispanic
culture and newly arriving Europeans and African Americans began to occur
providing yet another merging of lifeways and belief systems.
It was the military migration into Fort Davis that made the area tmly
multicultural in nature. In addition to the Puebloan, Apache, and Hispanic cultures
the German, Irish, Scotch, English, French, and African American were now
delivered to the frontier. The military stmcture provided a highly stmctured caste
system for these migrants based on military status, ethnicity, and gender. The
commissioned officers and their families were considered to be the cream of the Fort
Davis social hierarchy. The enlisted men and laundresses for the most part remained
sequestered but brought a unique spirit with them to the frontier. Even though the
Buffalo Soldiers and Scouts carved an admirable niche in westem frontier they were
often discriminated against because of their ethnicity. However rigid this sociocultural caste system, the cultures were stiU bound together by isolated living
conditions, common concerns and problems, and the spirit of the westem frontier.
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After the fort outiived its usefulness it was abandoned by the United States
Military. In 1960, the National Park Service ascertained Fort Davis worthy of
restoration and preservation. On July 4, 1963 Fort Davis was declared a National
Historic Site which brought yet another culture to its doors ~ the National Park
Service Culture, The Park Service culture sprang from two divergent stteams: the
military and public communication. The military ideology was bom out of the fact
that the first rangers that safeguarded Yellowstone National Park were former
cavahy men whose main goal was to pattol and protect the park. In 1916, Horace
Albright and Stephen Mather championed public communication and education as the
main goals of the Park Service. It appears that the Fort Davis site has successfully
synthesized both of these ideologies in maintaining the site. The National Park
Service has ttansported immigrants of diverse backgrounds and cultures to Fort Davis.
Often integrating roles as protector, educator, researcher, and conservator these people
have carved their own niche within the community. Reminiscent, of the military
culture of the 1900s, die Park Service culttire, on diis frontier, is bound togedier by
common goals, concems, and isolation ttiily making them representative of die "Park
Service Family,"
The futtire of Fort Davis appears to be based on die tourism industty.
Significant sites of interest in die area, odier dian die fort, include McDonald
Observatory, the State Park, and the Chihuahuan Desert Research Institute. The
majesty of the landscape for thousands of years has proven to be a draw to diverse
populations. This appears to be the case in contemporary times as well. The majesty
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of the landscape coupled with the romance of the American frontier will continue to
atttact diverse people from diverse backgrounds well into the future, continuing these
multicultural heritages.
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